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The environmental value of historic buildings can be quantified by calculating 
embodied energy, as a means to expand understanding of historic significance. As a test 
of this notion, the embodied energy of historic brick, the largest material by volume in 
historic load bearing brick masonry buildings is calculated. The current criteria for 
designating buildings as significant were designed in the mid-to-late twentieth century 
and did not anticipate the environmental issues that would face the historic preservation 
movement in the twenty-first century. There is, for example, no existing database or 
index of the embodied energy of historic building materials. This thesis estimates the 
embodied energy of both pre and postindustrial brick, and uses those values along with 
the approximate volume of brick used in constructing buildings of varying levels of 
historic significance. The calculations for the embodied energy of sixteen buildings are 
compared to the ranking of buildings according to their tiers of significance as seen by 
different designations in historic preservation. Findings concluded that buildings that are 
not currently recognized as being significant are those dating from the Industrial 
Revolution, and because those buildings were constructed with machine made brick, their 
embodied energy values are much higher. These buildings are threatened by neglect and 
demolition and therefore at risk of wasting their embodied energy. If the field is going to 
contribute to envisioning and advocating for a built environment that deals with the 
reality of the impacts of climate change, preservationists should expand their arguments 
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At the time this thesis was begun, the United States had withdrawn from the Paris 
climate agreement. The international agreement, created in 2015, was signed by about 
two hundred nations and aimed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Greenhouse gases, 
the cause of increasing global temperatures, put the Earth on track to face catastrophic 
disasters over the next century.1 Since the start of this work, the United States has 
rejoined the international agreement. But while that is a step in the right direction, actions 
need to be taken to reverse the poor treatment of the planet.  
Climate change impacts the entire world. The rate at which it is continuing is 
unprecedented, and the cause of the warming trend has been accredited to the increase in 
greenhouse gas emissions, most notably, Carbon Dioxide (CO2). The biggest producer of 
CO2 in the United Stated is the building industry, followed closely by the transportation 
industry, which is linked to buildings as people transport materials and move from 
building to building.2 During their entire life cycle, buildings consume substantial 
amounts of energy that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions and resource depletion.3 
Every building begins with an “environmental debt,” from its use of resources, energy 
outputs, and manufacturing and construction.4 The demolition of buildings wastes this 
already expended energy. More energy would have to be used in the construction of a 
                                                 
1 Nathan Rott, “Biden Moves to Have U.S. Rejoin Climate Accord,” npr.org, National Public Radio (NPR), 
January 20, 2021, https://www.npr.org/sections/inauguration-day-live-
updates/2021/01/20/958923821/biden-moves-to-have-u-s-rejoin-climate-accord (accessed 3/01/2021).  
2 Jean Caroon, Sustainable Preservation: Greening Existing Buildings (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons), 5. 
3 Ibid.  
4 Ibid, 7.  
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new building. It takes even the most energy efficient building many years to offset the 
embodied energy of the preexisting building.5 Historic preservation and the concept of 
building recycling and reuse are sustainable practices that can help reduce future negative 
impacts to the environment.  
Historic preservation faces a concurrent issue of being seen as a movement that 
has been elitist and exclusionary in its practices. Blog posts and publications express 
negative opinions toward current definitions of significance, particularly in terms of 
places deemed eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).6 Much of the 
grievances lodged against the NRHP is that it is not inclusive and does not address the 
needs of the Twenty-first century. According to the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation (NTHP), the national organization that spearheads the preservation 
movement in the United States, only eight percent of the properties listed on the NRHP 
relate to minority groups, meaning the other ninety two percent have to do with the 
designs, lives, and industries of white men.7 New ways are needed for preservation to be 
more inclusive and help to address contemporary issues.  
The built environment faces critical issues of a changing climate and social 
injustice that historic preservation is in a key position to address. This thesis explores a 
new way of looking at significance through the lens of environmental value in order to 
tackle the obstacles of the modern preservation community. “Significance” in this thesis 
                                                 
5 Carroon, Sustainable Preservation, 7.  
6 Holly Norton, “Burning for Justice: Protest, Progress, and Historic Preservation,” History Colorado, June 
25, 2020, https://www.historycolorado.org/story/preservation/2020/06/25/burning-justice-protest-progress-




specifically refers to the concept of how buildings are looked at in terms of their 
hierarchy of importance. This differs from “value,” as value is a more subjective term. 
Buildings that are “significant” to society as a whole many not have value to everyone. 
Both of these terms are different than “worth,” which is relates more to cost or monetary 
value. Thus, “significance” is the term that will be predominantly used in this work as it 
is more universal.    
The specific question at hand is: can embodied energy values, tested with a single 
material, brick preliminarily, change the way preservationists grant buildings a level of 
significance, and would embodied energy be a way to quantify significance in future 
preservation efforts? The proposed solution is to examine the various tiers of building 
significance granted to buildings in the United States and calculate their embodied energy 
in order to see if significance can be quantified and thus become a more inclusive method 
of gauging significance. This study is focused on a single material: brick. This is in order 
to limit scope, but also to provide a template for future studies of estimating the 
embodied energy of other historic building materials. Though there are sophisticated 
models for calculating embodied energy. These do not take into account historic 
construction methods. Thus, this thesis aims to look at the historic manufacturing of a 
building material, brick, using handmade and industrialized methods, to see the 
difference in their embodied energy values. These values, associated with buildings made 
of brick, then sorts buildings on current ideas of building significance versus their 
embodied energy.  
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Historic Building Significance in the United States 
The desire to preserve a culture’s built heritage is grounded in the nation’s sense 
of nostalgia. Author David Lowenthal explains the human veneration for the past and the 
sense of human attachment to history, and historic places.8 He specifically discusses how 
the past helps humans make the present recognizable, and helps to make sense of the 
present. The past also provides guidance and help in future decision making, as well as 
provide a sense of identity and escape from the present.9 It is from this ideology that the 
historic preservation movement has begun.  
 The concept of preserving the built environment has been an ongoing movement 
in the United States since the mid nineteenth century. Contrary to the belief of many 
Americans, the preservation movement is not a campaign that has begun in the past 50 
years. The protection of historic resources really began in 1859 with the formation of the 
Mount Vernon Ladies Association mobilizing to preserve and protect George 
Washington’s Mount Vernon.10 Other organizations such as this spearheaded the early 
preservation movement in the United States.11  
The Historic Sites Act of 1935 required the secretary of the interior to survey 
historic sites throughout the United States. Properties that were identified as having 
                                                 
8 David Lowenthal, The Past is a Forein Country, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 80-81.  
9 Ibid.  
10 James Marston Fitch, Historic Preservation: Curatorial Management of the Built World (Charlottesville: 
University Press of Virginia, 1992), 13. Fitch also notes that this was not the earliest preservation effort in 
the Western world. The British preservation movement began as early as the 1770s, and France had formed 
a national preservation agency, the Commission des Monuments Historiques by 1831. 
11 Diane Lea, “America’s Preservation Ethos: A Tribute to Enduring Ideals,” in A Richer Heritage: Historic 
Preservation in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E. Stipe (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 2003), 2-3.  
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potential for being a part of the National Park System were added to the list, while 
properties that were privately owned were deemed as National Historic Landmarks 
(NHLs). This early list became the foundation of what would eventually become the 
NRHP.12 A landmark for the historic preservation movement was the passing of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA). The NHPA expanded the NRHP 
and allowed for the inclusion of historic properties of both local and statewide 
significance. With the passage of the NHPA, the NPS worked to develop criteria for the 
NRHP and created a new process for nominating and listing properties.13 The criteria for 
significance were developed by the NPS historian Robert Utley and his “Historic 
Preservation Task Force,” and these criteria were published as the final criteria for the 
NRHP in 1969.14 The NRHP is the most comprehensive list of federally protected 
properties in the United States, and it continues to follow the same set of criteria that 
were crafted in the mid-to-late twentieth century.  
Determining building significance is accomplished through each state’s State 
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). SHPOs evaluate a site’s significance based on the 
criteria established by the NRHP. A site is generally considered eligible if it is fifty years 




                                                 
12 Lea, “America’s Preservation Ethos: A Tribute to Enduring Ideals,” 8. 
13 Ibid, 11.  
14 John H. Sprinkle Jr., Crafting Preservation Criteria: The National Register of Historic Places and 
American Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2014), 20.  
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A) is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history; or 
B) is associated with the lives of significant persons in the past; or 
C) embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high 
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components lack individual distinction; or 
D) has yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or 
prehistory.15 
 
The SHPO may approve or deny that a building, site, object, or structure has significance 
after being reviewed. If approved, nominations are sent to Washington D.C. for final 
approval by the Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places. The NPS then creates 
the listing on the NRHP.16 Once listed, properties legally have to be considered in federal 
or federally funded projects that may impact the site, while also providing access to tax 
credits and preservation grants.17 However, as previously noted, this process has not been 
inclusive, and has been skewed toward high style architecture associated with the elite. 
There are many who have not been advocated for and have had their histories neglected 
or misinterpreted as a result.  
An even more prestigious level of significance is granted by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). UNESCO was an 
organization founded after the establishment of the United Nations (UN), with the charge 
of recognizing specific sites around the globe that demonstrate universal cultural value.18 
                                                 
15 Sprinkle, 214. 
16 “National Register of Historic Places: How to List a Property,” nps.gov, National Park Service, accessed 
December 20,2020, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/how-to-list-a-property.htm.  
17 John M. Fowler, “The Federal Preservation Program,” in A Richer Heritage: Historic Preservation in the 
Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E. Stipe (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003), 42.  
18 Russell V. Keune, “Historic Preservation in a Global Context: An International Perspective,” in A Richer 
Heritage: Historic Preservation in the Twenty-First Century, ed. Robert E. Stipe (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2003), 359.  
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This designation is even more strict in its definition of significance, granting recognition 
of significance to monumental sites that are only of highest international significance.19 
The United States has several resources that are listed as World Heritage Sites, yet they 
are so few making this process seem even more exclusive than the NRHP.20  
 
The Sustainability Movement & Embodied Energy 
Calculating the embodied energy of existing buildings began in the 1970s as a 
response to the 1973 Oil Embargo. This major event in the early 1970s caused a major 
energy crisis, caused by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 
which reduced oil production and export. With a shortage of oil, major industries were 
impacted, namely the construction industry. During this time, researchers were seeking 
methods of reducing energy consumption, particularly in building construction. It was 
apparent that the reuse of existing buildings would lower the demand for new building 
materials.21   
The field of sustainability has grown since the mid-to-late twentieth century. 
Several quantification systems for building sustainability have been developed around the 
world with leading programs being the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED), the Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method 
                                                 
19 Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, Operational 
Guidelines for the Implementation Of the World Heritage Convention (Paris: United Nations), 20. 
Available from file:///C:/Users/labuser/AppData/Local/Temp/document-57-19.pdf.   
20 “World Heritage List,” unesco.org, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 
accessed December 9,2020, https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/.  
21 Baird M. Smith and Carl Elefante, "Sustainable Design in Historic Buildings: Foundations and the 
Future," APT Bulletin: The Journal of Preservation Technology 40, no. 3/4 (2009): 19-26.  
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(BREEAM), and the Green Building Initiative’s Green Globes.22 LEED is the most used 
system in the United States, with its mission being the promotion of “buildings and 
communities that are environmentally responsible, profitable and healthy places to live 
and work.23 The ranking system is made up of several rating scales to rank buildings on 
their overall sustainability and environmentally conscious aspects. These rankings 
include: certified, silver-, gold-, or platinum rated, yet these rankings and their respective 
point systems have been met with criticism.24 One of the biggest critiques of these 
programs, namely LEED, is that they favor the development and construction industries 
and modern material suppliers.25 In their publication, Sustainable Heritage: Merging 
Environmental Conservation and Historic Preservation, authors Amalia Leifeste and 
Barry Stiefel point out that in order to qualify for the lowest LEED certification of 
“certified,” a building project must earn between 40-49 points. According to the points 
rubric only 12.5% of the points are awarded for the reuse of an existing structure, and this 
value diminishes to only 6% for the 80 point platinum rated.26 Existing buildings, and 
particularly those that are historic, have a valuable quantity of embodied energy that was 
expended in their construction and their efficiency needs to be better understood.  
Historic buildings by their very nature are sustainable, and the recycling and reuse 
of buildings is an inherently sustainable practice. Preservationists often reiterate Carl 
                                                 
22 Robert A. Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment:Sustainability, Preservation, and Reuse 
(Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2012), 80.  
23 Carroon, Sustainable Preservation, 92.  
24 Ibid, 91-92. 
25 Amalia Leifeste and Barry L. Stiefel, Sustainable Heritage: Merging Environmental Conservation and 
Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2018), 29.  
26 Ibid. 
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Elefante’s quote that, “The greenest building is… the one that is already built.”27 To 
understand this philosophy, it is essential to understand  a buildings lifecycle. This 
ideology begins with the concept of embodied energy. Embodied energy may best be 
defined as “the energy used to process materials required to construct [a] building and 
that needed to put them in place.”28 Embodied energy of a building comprises multiple 
factors. These include the energy that goes into the preparation of a building site, the 
extraction and transport of the raw materials that are used to manufacture building 
components, the energy required to transport these manufactured materials to the building 
site, as well as the energy used to assemble the materials and construct the building.29 
With this, it is apparent that a sizable amount of energy goes into the construction of a 
building, and that energy is only at the beginning of its life cycle. After a structure is built 
it then has to be functional, which requires energy to run various building systems 
including electrical, heating, ventilation, and cooling systems. This energy consumption 
is the energy required for a building throughout the duration of its life, otherwise defined 
as its operational energy.30 Typically, the end of a life of a building ends in the 
destruction and removal of a building in the process of demolition. This too requires 
energy outputs particularly in the deconstruction of a building and the removal of its 
materials to a landfill.31 Some proponents of sustainable design argue that historic 
buildings are inefficient and that they should be removed and replaced with new, more 
                                                 
27 Carroon, Sustainable Preservation, 5.  
28 Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment, 85.  




efficient structures. This concept does not take into account the concept of an existing 
building’s embodied energy or the demolition energy that will go into this process.32 
What makes embodied energy so significant is that it accounts for about half of the 
energy spent over the lifetime of a building.33   
Embodied energy values have been assessed since 1976 with the creation of a 
report named Energy Use for Building Construction, which is the most complete 
evaluation of construction materials and their embodied energy values. However, these 
estimations are based on construction materials from the mid-to-late twentieth century 
construction types.34 There is currently no database or record of the embodied energy of 
building materials before this time. In other words, the embodied energy values for 
historic building materials have not been accurately calculated.  
It may be worth noting that there is an argument that embodied energy is a “sunk” 
cost in an existing building. This means that the embodied energy of a building has no 
future benefit in the mitigation of energy consumption and carbon emissions presently or 
in the future.35 While this may be a valid point, there is also the argument to be made for 
“avoided impacts.” This concept argues that although embodied energy may be a sunk 
cost, reusing existing buildings minimizes the amount of energy required for demolition 
and new construction. This also argues that the energy used to construct a new building 
                                                 
32 Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment, 86-87. 
33 Ibid.  
34 Mike Jackson, “Embodied Energy and Historic Preservation: A Needed Reassessment,” APT Bulletin: 
The Journal of Preservation Technology 36, no.4 (2005): 47. 
35 Gillian F. Menzies, Historic Scotland Technical Paper 13: Embodied Energy Considerations for Historic 
Buildings, Historic Scotland, 2011, 5.  
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will have to be recovered before the building saves any energy.36 Thus, there is a clear 
argument that embodied energy is not a sunk cost, but rather an investment. The idea of 
embodied energy as an investment is the position taken in this thesis. 
There continues to be a substantial research on embodied energy. These studies 
are being performed amongst the sustainability and related science communities. Many of 
these studies can be found in abundance on scientific research databases, namely Science 
Direct.37 The articles that were particularly influential to this thesis were those that 
looked at the embodied energy of modern brick and other masonry units, in comparison 
to more traditional ones. Such studies broke down the various processes of creating the 
building materials as well as the estimations and formulas necessary for calculating their 
embodied energy. These publications were used to help form the methodology and 
calculations that were used in this thesis.  
 
 
The History of Brickmaking 
In order to understand the embodied energy of brick, the building material had to 
be studied in order to quantify the estimated value of the energy used and the greenhouse 
gas emissions emitted. Fortunately, the practice of making brick has been well 
documented, and the energy expenditures can be calculated based on the descriptions of 
traditional brickmaking.  
                                                 
36 Young, Stewardship of the Built Environment, 86. 
37 “Search for Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles and Book Chapters,” sciencedirect.com, Science Direct, 
accessed October 15, 2020, https://www.sciencedirect.com/.     
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From a western-centric, historic perspective, the making of brick masonry units is 
an ancient practice that remained unchanged for centuries. The earliest use of brick was 
used in the Middle East with the use of sun-dried brick, but with the rise of the 
Babylonian Empire, during the sixth and seventh century B.C., brick began to be fired, 
creating the earliest glazed bricks.38 Brick continued to be used throughout the ancient 
world, particularly with the rise of the Roman Empire where brick was used for major 
architectural and engineering projects, such as the construction of arches and domes.39 
After the fall of the Roman Empire, brick construction was largely abandoned throughout 
Europe until its revival in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in France and the Low 
Countries of Northern Europe, and making its way to England in the fifteenth century. 
The popularity of brick construction grew in England particularly after the great fire of 
London in 1666. With mass immigration to the New World from Western Europe, the 
practice of brickmaking made its way to North America.40  
 Brickmaking practices in the American colonies and early United States remained 
virtually the same until the mechanization of the industry. The traditional process began 
with the selection of appropriate clay, which was then dug, piled, and left to weather over 
the fall or winter, in a process called “tempering.” This allowed for the removal of salts 
within the clay. In the spring, the clay was put into a pit, watered and kneaded to a 
workable consistency. Then, men hauled the clay to tables where the clay was pressed 
into molds. The molds used were made of wood dashed with sand so that the bricks 
                                                 
38 Lucy B. Wayne, “Burning Brick: A Study of a Lowcountry Industry,” (PhD diss., University of Florida, 
1992), 4. 
39 Ibid.  
40 Ibid. 
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released from the form. These “green bricks” were then taken to a drying shed where they 
were stacked loosely to allow for air to circulate around them. Once dry, the bricks were 
then “hacked,” or restacked in a kiln with gaps around them to allow for heat to circulate. 
The firing process took three days and nights.41 While kilns were more permanent 
structures that were reusable, firing bricks also took place in “clamps,” a temporary 
structure constructed of the green bricks that was then covered in a coat of mud and 
continuously fired and fueled by wood for three days and nights (Figure 1.1). The use of 
wood allowed for the production of “potash,” which gave the brick a natural glazing. 42 
After firing and bricks were cooled, a sorting process began. If the bricks were fired 
properly, at a constant high enough heat, the bricks became denser and higher quality. 
This was not typically the case. In the sorting process bricks were separated into 
underfired “semels,” or “samels,” usable bricks, and overfired “clinkers” that were dark 
in color and brittle.43 After the sorting of bricks, bricklayers could then begin 
construction of buildings. This entire process was done through intensive manual labor, 
and mechanization of this process sought to reduce labor and create more consistency. 
                                                 
41 I.B. Holley, “The Mechanization of Brickmaking,” Technology and Culture 50, no.1 (2009): 83.  
42 Carl R. Lounsbury, “Brickwork,” in The Chesapeake House: Architectural Investigation by Colonial 
Williamsburg, ed. Cary Carson and Carl R. Lounsbury (North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 




Figure 1.1: The firing of brick in a clamp at Colonial Williamsburg (from Lounsbury, 243). 
 
The mechanization of brickmaking began in the United States in the nineteenth 
century. The technology developed in the first half of the nineteenth century aimed at 
improving the processes of pouring, pressing, and striking soft bricks (Figure 1.2).44 
These early innovations inspired designs that aimed to mechanize the entire brickmaking 
industry. By the mid nineteenth century, however, traditional methods were still 
continued in some rural areas of the United States as late as 1900.45  
                                                 
44 Justin Lynch, “Soft Reds and Hard Tans: Developing an Index of Vulnerability for New Orleans Brick,” 
Master’s Thesis, (University of Pennsylvania, 2019), 11. 
45 Lounsbury, “Brickwork,” 242.   
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Figure 1.2: Hand-powered brick molding machine dating from 1841 (from Holley, 85).   
 
Understanding the industry of the brickmaking, both traditionally and 
mechanically, allows for insight into the amount of energy used and, therefore, the ability 
to calculate a bricks embodied energy. The energy values for handmade and industrial-
made bricks likely greatly differ based on the processes that were used to create them. 
While machine-made brick has a high embodied energy due to the fossil fuels used to 
shape and fire them, handmade bricks also have an embodied energy from their 
production and firing. The value for them, however, is minimal in comparison as it is 
more labor intensive, and the CO2 produced is from humans and work animals, as well as 
the wood fueled firing. Estimating the factors of embodied energy, such as human and 
animal labor, early shipping and movement of materials, and small-scale infrastructure 
 16 
were not acknowledged in this study as the values would be minimal in changing 
embodied energy values.          
 
Significance of Topic 
 This thesis attempts to address the issues of significance and the environmental 
value of the historic built environment. Through calculating embodied energy values of 
the brick component of sixteen load bearing masonry structures, two contributions are 
made. First, the idea that historic materials and methods require different embodied 
energy assumptions brings a level of nuance to the discussion of embodied energy. This 
has great relevance to preservationists. Refining the calculating of embodied energy from 
a blunt tool, with one assumption for material energy use based industrial process, to one 
that reflects the variation needed to evaluate historic buildings more accurately is very 
important in making embodied energy a useful tool for preservationists. Secondly, this 
research uses one material to make significance quantifiable, if a hierarchy made from 
embodied energy values would be considered to change the hierarchy seen in the current 
historic building designation system. Does placing more emphasis on the environmental 
value of buildings make preservation more inclusive? This study will seek to demonstrate 
proportionally within the set of study buildings the sustainable values of historic building 
materials, and show the benefits of buildings reuse prioritizing an environmental 








Existing Ideas of Building Significance 
Several notable publications have examined the history and shaping of 
preservationist’s definition and understanding of significance. Books, such as Crafting 
Preservation Criteria: The National Register of Historic Places and American Historic 
Preservation by John H. Sprinkle Jr., include a history of the historic preservation 
movement to better explain how the definition of significance of historic sites was shaped 
after the passing of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA).46 Sprinkle 
explains that the National Park Service (NPS) historian, Robert Utley, developed a 
“Historic Preservation Task Force,” that created the criteria, standards, and guidelines for 
the NRHP, which were published by NPS to the Federal Register in 1969. This criterion 
continues to be in place to this day, requiring that sites must be significant in terms of: 
“...American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture 
[and] is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that 
possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling and association…”47 
 
Those sites must meet four criteria, which are: 
A) Be associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 
B) Be associated with the lives of significant persons in the past; or  
C) Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individualistic distinction; or 
                                                 
46 Sprinkle, Crafting Preservation Criteria, 6-7. 
47 Ibid, 215.  
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D) Yielded, or may be likely to yield, information in history or prehistory.48  
 
Factions within the preservation movement saw the criteria as too conservative in its 
definition of significance while others thought it was too liberal.49 This demonstrates that 
from the beginning of the crafting of the criteria of the NRHP, there have been 
disagreements, thus suggesting that this has always been an imperfect system. It is also a 
reflection of ideas of the time, with a more architectural history, or object focus, and it is 
something that can and should change with changing social values.   
Similar publications focus on the history, but also look to the future of historic 
preservation. These include publications such as Robert E. Stipe’s A Richer Heritage and 
Max Page and Randall Mason’s Giving Preservation a History. These books go through 
the history of preservation discussing key parts of the preservation movements past, 
including notable events in the preservation movement in cities and historic sites 
throughout the United States, as well as internationally. Both of these works include 
chapters focused on the field pointing out that there are issues that need to be addressed, 
such as whose history is significant and site interpretation.50 Stipe particularly mentions 
that many feel preservation, as practiced in the United States, continues to overemphasize 
architecture as the dominant associative value.51 This shows that there is a concern for 
the future of historic preservation, and there is a need to change what is preserved and the 
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reasons for preserving them. This could mean changing criteria of the NRHP, re-defining 
significance, and recognizing the concerns relevant to the twenty-first century. 
 There is a growing effort in the preservation community to change the criteria for 
determining the value of historic places and the way in which those places are granted 
various levels of significance. These cries for change are particularly aimed at the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), and are typically found as articles and blog 
posts from members of the historic preservation community.52 They accuse the field of 
being an elitist movement that has whitewashed history. This is reflected through the 
places listed on the NRHP. About eight percent of the properties listed on the National 
Register relate to minority communities and women, and only two percent of the 
properties relate to African American history.53 Thus, it is apparent that much of the 
history of historically underrepresented groups is ignored, misrepresented, 
misinterpreted, misunderstood.54 The values of historic preservation must change to be 
more inclusive and address the issues relevant to the present. This push for change was 
influential in trying to analyze a potential new way of measuring building significance, 
particularly through quantifying environmental value of historic buildings.   
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Environmental Value as New Criteria for Significance 
 One issue facing the twenty-first century, where historic preservation has the 
potential to make a difference, is the global climate crisis. Only a small body of existing 
research recognizes that buildings should be preserved specifically for their 
environmental significance. Calls for this come from within the preservation community 
with many noting that environmental values are not prioritized enough.55 Some of the 
demands to change the NRHP criteria for significance is to address the environmental 
benefits of existing buildings. One publication that discusses this push for change is 
Kathryn Rogers Merlino’s “[Re]Evaluating Significance: The Environmental and 
Cultural Value in Older and Historic Buildings.” Merlino argues that existing buildings 
need to be understood as repositories of materials and energy, and that they need to be 
preserved for their value in creating a more sustainable future.56 She explains that 
buildings have a major impact on the environment when they are demolished, and that 
even replacing existing buildings with the most sustainable, “Green” buildings is not a 
sustainable practice. Merlino argues that buildings are measured in terms of significance 
for their historical and cultural importance, yet the criteria to designate existing buildings 
on the NRHP does not apply to most buildings, and neither does it give credit to the value 
of more vernacular buildings. She provides several case studies that bring the reuse of 
existing buildings to the forefront of the sustainability movement.57 Most other works 
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concerning preserving buildings for their environmental value are not as specific in how 
this should be done.   
One of the notable works emphasizing the practice of sustainability in historic 
preservation is Ned Kaufman’s concluding chapter of Giving Preservation a History and 
Place, Race, and Story. Kaufman discusses briefly the environmental benefits of 
preserving and maintaining the existing built environment. He calls on preservationists to 
think about buildings as sustainable resources, and he recalls the fuel shortage of the 
1970s and states that there will likely be another energy shortage in the future. 
Preservationists can prepare for the next shortage by helping to preserve the existing 
building stock and prevent the waste of energy.58 This existing body of research shows 
that while there is a call from preservationists to preserve for environmental reasons, 
there is not much literature that provides models or ideas of how that could be 
accomplished. Simplifying a way to estimate embodied energy values of historic 
buildings would be a way of quantifying the environmental value in historic buildings, 
and would provide preservationists with a new way to recognize what buildings need to 
be preserved.      
 
The Value of Embodied Energy in Historic Buildings 
There is a large amount of literature that explores the idea of building reuse as 
being environmentally beneficial. Many of these are recent publications, including an 
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extensive report that looks at the environmental benefits of historic buildings called, “The 
Greenest Building: Quantifying the Environmental Value of Building Reuse.” It was 
published by the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Green Lab, and aims to look 
at the benefits of building reuse. The report concludes that building reuse is always more 
environmentally beneficial than new construction. One of the major findings is that when 
a building is demolished and replaced with a new one, it may take up to eighty years 
before it can overcome the climate change impacts caused by its construction.59 This 
report addresses the environmental benefits of building reuse and shows that as one of the 
leading organizations in historic preservation, the NTHP clearly understands that the 
reuse of historic buildings is a sustainable practice. This work in particular was likely 
written from more of an advocacy standpoint. The NTHP is a national organization that is 
the leader of the preservation movement in the United States, and creation of reports such 
as this are likely created to assert that preservation is a worthy cause and practice worth 




                                                 
59 Preservation Green Lab, The Greenest Building: Quantifying the Environmental Value of Building Reuse, 
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Figure 2.1: NTHP published image of a building as a gas can to demonstrate that building reuse is 
an efficient way to reduce energy expenditure (from macrostihistoric.com).  
 
Other publications exist that focus more on the sustainability of historic building 
reuse yet do a better job at educating and explaining sustainability and embodied energy 
for preservationists. One of the most comprehensive books of understanding the 
sustainable value of existing buildings is Sustainable Heritage: Merging Environmental 
Conservation and Historic Preservation by Amalia Leifeste and Barry L. Stiefel. This 
work specifically discusses embodied energy and understanding its value in buildings. 
The authors explain that there are two opposing ideologies in valuing embodied energy, 
and these can be defined as “sunk cost,” and “conserving.” Sunk cost refers to a concept 
used by accountants in order to describe a type of investment that has no factor in the 
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decision making process in the future. In terms of embodied energy of a building, some 
believe that it is a sunk cost, and that it should not be taken into account in its future. The 
opposing attitude towards embodied energy is a conserving one. This ideology values all 
the past energy that has been spent in the creation of the built environment. Leifeste and 
Stiefel propose that this conserving attitude pushes society to value what it has already 
invested in, namely its existing built environment.60 This research works with the notion 
that a conserving attitude, as opposed to considering embodied energy as a sunk cost, is 
more important in the realms of historic preservation and sustainable design.  
Robert A. Young, author of Stewardship of the Built Environment: Sustainability, 
Preservation, and Reuse, discusses the early understandings of embodied energy. Like 
Leifeste and Stiefel, Young describes that there are differing ideas on valuing embodied 
energy. He too explains that this can be seen in two ways, one being a sunk cost and the 
other being a conserving investment. While recognizing that embodied energy may be 
seen by some as a sunk cost, he recognizes the idea of “avoided impacts.” Avoided 
impacts recognize that demolishing an existing building and replacing it with a new 
building exhausts and wastes embodied energy.61 The author does go on to recognize that 
there are existing efforts to re-examine the value of embodied energy in existing 
buildings.  
There is some existing literature that states embodied energy should be entirely 
considered a sunk cost and should not be taken into consideration in future preservation 
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efforts. In Historic Scotland Technical Paper 13: Embodied Energy Considerations for 
Historic Buildings, author Gilliam F. Menzies makes such an argument. She states that 
sustainability in historic buildings should focus on existing building’s future energy 
consumption which will meet greenhouse gas reduction goals.62 While this argument is 
valid in the sense that a building’s energy consumption should be monitored and reduced, 
ignoring the significance of building reuse and embodied energy would be a mistake.  
One publication that has the best response to the argument against the value of 
embodied energy is Sustainable Preservation: Greening Existing Buildings, by Jean 
Carroon. Through topics and case studies, Carroon explains the negative impacts caused 
by building demolition and new build. She makes a clear point that all newly constructed 
buildings start with an “environmental debt.” This debt includes the consumption of 
resources in material production, energy in the production of materials and 
manufacturing. The value of embodied energy is used in an effort to quantify a major part 
of this debt.63 She also points out that even if a historic building is replaced with the most 
energy efficient building, it would not be able to offset the embodied energy of the 
existing building for numerous years.64 Carroon goes on to argue that the reuse of 
existing buildings is necessary because of the embodied energy that they contain. The 
concept of the buildings having an environmental debt from their construction, the 
environmental benefits of reusing buildings, and the negative impact of demolition even 
the most sustainable new construction that disproves the argument against embodied 
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energy. Authors including Carroon, Leifeste and Stiefel, and Young demonstrate an 
overarching theme from the preservation community that embodied energy is an 
important part of sustainable design and building reuse is a key component. 
Additionally, there are calls among the preservation community to push for a re-
evaluation of embodied energy to make it more approachable and usable in the argument 
for preserving the existing built environment. These works are mainly journal articles 
from the technical preservation community. These publications push for preservationists 
to be more conscious of embodied energy and use it as a tool for future preservation 
efforts. In a particular article called, “Embodied Energy and Historic Preservation: A 
Needed Reassessment,” written for the APT Bulletin: The Journal of Preservation 
Technology, Mike Jackson argues that embodied energy is undervalued. Jackson explains 
that preservationists need to look at sustainability efforts, particularly a buildings energy 
embodiment as another argument for the preservation and renovation of historic 
buildings. He also argues that while there are calculations for the embodied energy of 
buildings, the values of the materials are based on construction methods and materials 
from the late 1960s.65 These articles show that the preservation community as a whole 
needs to embrace sustainability and the concept of embodied energy to its full potential. 
This is demonstrated through the lack of understanding of the embodied energy of 
historic building materials which would likely greatly surpass the energy value of 
building materials from the mid-to-late twentieth century, which are still the basis for 
today’s embodied energy values. There is a need for preservationists to continue studying 
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and understanding embodied energy so that it may be used as a tool in preserving the 
existing built environment.    
 
Studies Calculating Embodied Energy 
 With only modern building materials being included in the quantification of 
embodied energy, it is difficult to quantify the value of historic buildings. The earliest 
literature dealing with embodied energy values was called Energy Use for Building 
Construction. This report, by the University of Illinois Champaign and Richard Stein 
Associates, Architects, was produced during the 1973 Oil Embargo, during which the 
researchers were seeking methods of reducing energy consumption, particularly in 
building construction.66 Energy Use for Building Construction calculates embodied 
energy of existing buildings, and makes an argument for preserving buildings, however 
the calculations provided are based on 1967 building materials and construction types. 
Thus, this report does not take into account the embodied energy of historic building 
materials.   
 More recent literature dealing with the embodied energy of buildings are more 
scientific. One of these works that addresses calculating embodied energy is a 
dissertation by Manish Kumar Dixit titled “Embodied Energy Calculation: Method and 
Guidelines for a building and its Constituent Materials.” It discusses the various methods 
of calculating embodied energy in buildings including: process analysis, input-output 
analysis, hybrid analysis and input-output based hybrid analysis. Dixit discusses the 
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variables of calculating energy values using each method, including sourcing resources, 
processing materials, manufacturing, and transportation. The author also mentions that 
there are disagreements on the various calculations for embodied energy and that none of 
them are completely accurate.67 Although Dixit’s work is comprehensive in its analysis 
of calculating embodied energy, much of it is focused on twenty-first century building 
materials.  
 There is an abundance of recently published scholarship that attempts to quantify 
modern building materials in comparison to traditionally made ones that are still made 
around the world. Many of these works that look at embodied energy have been written 
by scientists and scholars looking to advocate for the use of traditional building materials 
that require a lower expenditure of energy to make, and for reduction of greenhouse 
gasses caused from manufacturing. One such article that looks to calculate the embodied 
energy of a traditional building material is, “Embodied energy analysis of adobe house,” 
by Ashish Shukla, G.N. Tiwari, and M.S. Sodha. The authors begin by noting that the 
construction sector in India is responsible for approximately 22% of output of CO2 into 
the atmosphere, and that there are more energy efficient ways of building, particularly 
with adobe. In their report, they aim to calculate the low embodied energy value of an 
adobe structure located at the Indian Institute of Technology in Delhi, New Delhi. In their 
calculations the wall materials are taken into account, as well as material production. 
Transportation is minimal because the materials to build the adobe structure are gathered 
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on site.68 The embodied energy of the building is then calculated for using the volume of 
the total material used, along with the weight of the material. Then the weight of the 
material is multiplied by the determined embodied energy involved in that material.69 
The concluding values are given in terms of percent of the entire makeup of the adobe 
building, and overall, it was concluded that, in comparison to conventional building, 
adobe construction reduces the mitigation of CO2 into the environment by 101tones/year, 
as well as the energy payback period, which is only 1.54 years.70 This study demonstrates 
that traditional buildings and building materials have a lower negative impact on the 
environment and therefore should be valued.  
Several other notable scientific articles exist that look at the embodied energy of 
traditional and modern building materials. One of these most outstanding publications 
included “Embodied energy of mud concrete block (MCB) versus brick and cement 
block,” by Chameera Udawattha and Rangika Halwatura, which broke down and 
compared, through clear charts and analysis, the embodied energy of several types of 
masonry units both machine made and traditionally made.71 A similar study by B.V. 
Venkatarama Reddy and K.S. Jagadish called, “Embodied energy of common and 
alternative building materials and technologies,” examined the embodied energy of five 
various types of masonry used in modern construction including: stone, burnt clay brick, 
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soil-cement block, hollow concrete block, and steam cured mud block.72 This study is 
significant in that it concluded that when load bearing masonry embodied energy has the 
potential to be immensely reduced by up to 50% when energy efficient materials are used 
in construction.73 This demonstrates that further study into the embodied energy of 
traditional load bearing masonry, such as brick, in historic buildings in the United States 
should be re-examined and estimated to quantify its true value.      
 
Historic Brick Production 
 In order to understand the embodied energy of historic building materials, this 
thesis aims to begin by examining a single material, namely fired clay brick. The process 
of making early brick is well documented and there is an extensive amount of scholarly 
work on the subject. Most of the literature discusses the traditional brickmaking 
processes in the American Colonies and United States during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. One of the major works on this topic is Carl Loundsbury’s chapter 
“Brickmaking,” in The Chesapeake House: Architectural Investigation by Colonial 
Williamsburg. Loundsbury’s chapter discusses the process of early brickmaking in the 
Tidewater region. The chapter begins by explaining the varying brick sizing throughout 
the early American Colonies due to the lack of standardization, but provides averages of 
brick sizes to give an understanding of the proportions of the masonry units. As discussed 
in the Introduction of this thesis, Lounsbury describes the process of early brickmaking 
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and early lime mortar production. In the Chesapeake region, there was a lack of 
limestone, and therefore a different lime source was needed. Colonists turned to oyster 
shells which were in abundance as they were a significant part of the colonial diet. The 
remaining shells were then sent to kilns in order to create mortar.74 This work provided 
an introduction and basic understanding of the labor process that was required in 
traditional brickmaking. 
 A similar source by Harley J. McKee discusses early masonry in his chapter 
“Brick and Stone: Handicraft to Machine,” in Building Early America. He explains that 
brick was used throughout the early colonies due to the abundance of quality clay. Most 
of the brickyards that produced the major masonry units were seasonal, while ornamental 
bricks used for ornamentation were made in centers where fine pottery was made.75  
Like Loundsbury, I.B. Holley Jr.’s publication, “The Mechanization of 
Brickmaking,” discusses the early brickmaking processes, yet he also writes about the 
early attempts to streamline the brickmaking process through mechanization. His article 
generally focuses on brickyards in Philadelphia, where he begins by discussing the 
traditional brickmaking practices that were done throughout the United States. As 
described in the Introduction of this thesis, Holley describes the process of gathering clay 
and molding bricks.76 Holley explains that this process was labor intensive and that since 
the late eighteenth century there were attempts to mechanize the process, but the 
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development of patents and machines remained largely unsuccessful. The early machines 
for making brick remained hand powered until the mid-eighteenth century with the 
development of J.W. Crary Sr.’s development of a steam powered brickmaking machine, 
fueled by coal (Figure 2.2).77 The mechanization of brickmaking is described in this 
article as a long process that was developed over the course of the nineteenth century.78 
These publications by Loundsbury, McKee, and Holley provide insight into the early 
brickmaking process and demonstrate that historic materials were made with minimal 
greenhouse gas emissions until the eighteenth century with the emergence of 
industrialization.  
 
Figure 2.2: J.W. Crary’s brickmaking machine (from Holley, 92) 
 
 Several dissertations discuss and document brick making processes. One of them 
is a dissertation written by Lucy B. Wayne at the University of Florida, entitled, “Burning 
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Brick: A Study of a Lowcountry Industry.” The author investigates documents the 
brickmaking industry in the South Carolina Lowcountry between 1740 and 1860.79 The 
first chapter includes an extensive history of brickmaking, beginning with the earliest sun 
dried brick production starting in ancient Babylon.80 Wayne acknowledges that the brick 
making process remained virtually unchanged from ancient times until the Industrial 
Revolution of the mid-nineteenth century.81 Additionally, Justin Lynch’s dissertation 
from the University of Pennsylvania, “Soft Reds and Hard Tans: Developing an Index of 
Vulnerability for New Orleans Brick,” emphasizes Wayne’s point that the brickmaking 
process remained virtually unchanged until the mid-nineteenth century with increased 
mechanization. Unlike Wayne, who examines the brickmaking industry as a whole, 
Lynch has a more material based approach and discusses at length the entire traditional 
brickmaking process in his literature review.82 Lynch’s work discusses the early 
brickmaking process similar to Holley and Loundsbury.             
 As shown in these publications, early brickmaking was done by hand without the 
use of fueled machinery, and therefore resulted in less greenhouse gas emissions into the 
atmosphere. Numerous resources, available online, acknowledge that brick 
manufacturing is an energy intensive process. H.G. Matthews, a brick manufacturing 
company in Bellingdon, in the United Kingdom, is one of the operations that recognizes 
this. On its website, H.G. Matthews explains that the wood firing brick process was 
replaced first by coal followed by fossil fuels. Wood was replaced as it took longer to fire 
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the bricks, and therefore meet the high demand for bricks, and it was more expensive 
than other fuel types.83 While the traditional brickmaking process was replaced by the 
eighteenth century, H.G. Matthews is a manufacturer that continues to supply wood fired 
brick in a sustainable manner. The company also relies on “biomass,” a renewable 
resource made of chipped timber, for the fueling of the driers that are used to dry brick , 
which saves the manufacturers approximately 360,000 liters of diesel fuel per year.84 
Thus, brick manufacturers notice how energy intensive, and poor for the environment, the 
modern brick making process is in comparison to the traditional methods used prior to the 
mechanization of the industry, and therefore provides a better understanding of the value 
of embodied energy, particularly in brick buildings from the late nineteenth century 
onward.  
 
Conclusions Drawn from Existing Literature 
 After examining the existing literature, several conclusions shaped this study. 
There is a clear desire for changing the criteria for significance on the NRHP to make it 
address relevant issues of the twenty first century. One solution would be to preserve 
historic buildings for their environmental value measured through embodied energy. 
Studies on embodied energy have taken place since the 1970’s, yet estimates of historic 
buildings and their materials has not been done. Studies need to be continued further for 
historic buildings and simplified in a manner that is accessible for professionals in 
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historic preservation. This thesis will attempt to do just this. It will not estimate new 
values of embodied energy for each building type and material, but rather will seek to 
quantify the embodied energy of a single material, brick, in historic buildings, where it is 
the largest material by volume, with the intent of demonstrating if embodied energy 
values can be a tool for measuring environmental significance and be used in the future 





















Defining Tiers of Significance 
In the process of measuring significance through embodied energy, 
preservationist’s existing evaluations of significance had to be defined. Four tiers were 
created based on different designation statuses that have historically been used to as 
measures of significance, according to the hierarchy, or importance level, associated with 
each designation. None of these classifications use environmental value, or embodied 
energy, to gauge significance.  
The first tier was made up of buildings that are designated as UNESCO World 
Heritage sites. The United Nations (UN) was founded after World War II as an 
international organization with the goal of settling international disputes. As the UN 
matured it created entities to address specific global issues, one of which was the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).85 UNESCO 
designates places throughout the world as World Heritage sites as they have “Outstanding 
Universal Value.” The organization defines this in its Operational Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention as meaning: 
“...cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional as to 
transcend national boundaries and to be of common importance for present 
and future generations of all humanity. As such, the permanent protection 
of this heritage is of the highest importance to the international community 
as a whole...”86   
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The guidelines continue to emphasize that sites granted World Heritage status should be a 
select list of the most outstanding from an international perspective, and it is not to be 
assumed that any significant property to a nation or region will be designated as such.87 
Buildings that are considered to have Outstanding Cultural Value are listed as sites of, 
“cultural heritage,” and in the United States there is a minimal number of these sites. 
According to UNESCO’s World Heritage List, found on whc.unesco.org, there are 
twenty-four World Heritage Sites in the United States, and only ten are listed as cultural 
heritage sites.88 This small number of sites demonstrates the difficulty of listing places as 
World Heritage Sites, and shows how these places are deemed of the greatest 
significance. Of the ten cultural designations, only three sites meet the criteria to be a part 
of this study, which is discussed later in this chapter, and include Independence Hall, 
Monticello, and the University of Virginia. These sites also have other designations in the 
United States as National Historic Landmarks (NHL) and are listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
The second tier included buildings that are designated as NHLs, which are also 
included on the NRHP. The National Park Service (NPS) defines these sites on its 
website, nps.gov, as, “historic properties that illustrate the heritage of the United States... 
Each NHL represents an outstanding aspect of American history and culture.”89 
                                                 
87 Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, Operational 
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (Paris: United Nations), 20. Available 
from file:///C:/Users/labuser/AppData/Local/Temp/document-57-19.pdf. 
88 “World Heritage List,” unesco.org, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 
accessed December 9,2020, https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/. 
89 “National Historic Landmarks: Making Tangible the American Experience,” nps.gov, National Park 
Service, accessed December 10, 2020, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalhistoriclandmarks/index.htm. 
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Buildings that are listed under this designation are protected from federal action and may 
be eligible for grants, tax credits and other funds to maintain the historic character of 
these places.90 The NPS notes that there are about 2,600 NHLs in the United States. Each 
is designated by the Secretary of the Interior.91 Being listed as a NHL is the highest level 
of official significance awarded by the United States. While the number of NHLs is 
significantly larger than the listings of World Heritage Sites, NHLs are still far fewer than 
the total number of sites listed on the NRHP.  
The third tier included buildings that are on the NRHP or considered contributing 
buildings to registered national historic districts. The NRHP is a national program that 
lists the nation’s historic and archeological resources. As of 2019 the NRHP included 
95,000 listed properties representing 1.8 million contributing resources, such as 
buildings, sites, districts, and objects.92 Typically, properties are listed through 
confirmation by each state’s State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) after meeting the 
National Register Criteria for Evaluation. This means that in order for a property to be 
listed, a site has to be 50 years old and have its historic “Integrity,” or appear much the 
way it did in the past.93 Additionally, a site must have “Significance,” which the NRHP 
defines through criteria: 
                                                 
90 “National Historic Landmarks: Apply,” nps.gov, National Park Service, accessed December 10, 2020, 
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalhistoriclandmarks/apply.htm. 
91 “National Historic Landmarks: Making Tangible the American Experience,” nps.gov, National Park 
Service, accessed December 10, 2020, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalhistoriclandmarks/index.htm. 
92 “National Register of Historic Places: What is the National Register of Historic Places? nps.gov, 
National Park Service, accessed December 10, 2020, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/what-
is-the-national-register.htm. 
93 “National Register of Historic Places: How to List a Property,” nps.gov, National Park Service, accessed 
December 20,2020, https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/how-to-list-a-property.htm. 
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“Is the property associated with events, activities, or developments that 
were important in the past? With the lives of people who were important in 
the past? With significant architectural history, landscape history, or 
engineering achievements? Does it have the potential to yield information 
through architectural investigation about the past?”94    
     
Nominations for the NRHP are submitted through the nomination forms provided by 
SHPOs. Then nominations are reviewed by the SHPO and each state's National Register 
Review Board for a minimum of 90 days. Finally, nominations are sent to the NPS in 
Washington D.C. for final review by the Keeper of the National Register of Historic 
Places, and the NPS will create the listing within 45 days.95 Listing in the NRHP 
documents a site’s significance, allows for a certain level of recognition, and makes 
available financial incentives to support the preservation of the site.96 Listing on the 
NRHP does demonstrate a level of significance, yet because of the much larger number 
of properties listed on the NRHP, that do not also meet NHL status, only being listed on 
the Register is a lower level of significance in the United States. 
The fourth tier was compiled of buildings that have not been listed on the NRHP, 
or have not been designated as contributing within a historic district. This category was 
difficult to populate because many buildings have not been listed on the NRHP but may 
be eligible. This tier was populated with unlisted buildings that may not meet the NRHP 
criteria.  
                                                 
94 “National Register of Historic Places: How to List a Property,” nps.gov, National Park Service, accessed 




This range in significance provided a variety of building types and allowed for a 
diverse portfolio of buildings to measure significance through embodied energy. 
Buildings were then selected to be included in this study. 
 
Building Selection 
The first phase in selecting buildings involved creating a set of criteria for 
buildings to be included in this study. In order to be included, and to be placed in one of 
the designated tiers, buildings had to: 1) be of load bearing brick masonry 2) be within 
the geographical area of study and 3) have available drawings that showed a building’s 
volume to be used in embodied energy calculations. 
The first parameter was that the buildings selected must be of load bearing brick 
masonry. This study aims to simplify embodied energy calculations by focusing on a 
single building material. Brick masonry construction allows for fairly straightforward 
calculations of the volume of material used in a building, because the method of 
construction of solid brick walls do not have large voids, with the exception of doors and 
windows, whereas timber framing would have a wide range to the volume of wood used 
to frame a wall depending on the framing layout, not only the basic geometries of the 
wall. It would be more difficult to locate studs and beams in a building, whereas brick 
construction is simpler to understand. In this study, only brick will have its embodied 
energy estimated and not include mortar, except in calculating overall volume, where 
mortar joint thickness will be needed to have accurate estimates.  
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The building selection was geographically bound in order to yield an appropriate 
and manageable quantity of buildings for this study. The collection of buildings began by 
searching within a single state alone, in this case, South Carolina. If not enough sites 
were found, the geographic area of study was then extended regionally to the Southeast, 
and if necessary, to the Middle Atlantic states. Overall, this would include the following 
states: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Washington D.C., Delaware, Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia (Figure(s) 3.1-3.4). This geographic 
boundary was thought to yield an adequate number of buildings that would provide 
















Figure 3.1: Map showing the study area for World Heritage Sites of buildings to be included in this study 
(by author using GIS). 
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Figure 3.2: Map showing the study area for buildings to be included in this study that are designated as 
NHLs (by author using GIS).  
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Figure 3.3: Map showing the study area of buildings to be included in this study that are listed on the 
NRHP (by author using GIS). 
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Figure 3.4: Map showing the study area for buildings to be included in this study that have no level of 
significance granted to them (by author using GIS).  
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The third and final parameter for buildings to be included in this study was the 
ability to access measured drawings of various buildings. The repositories that were 
examined include the Historic American Building Survey (HABS) collection online at 
the Library of Congress website, www.loc.gov, as well as the Vernacular Architecture 
Forum (VAF) conference Field Guides, and the Clemson University-College of 
Charleston Master of Science in Historic Preservation archive of drawings (Appendix 
B).97 
With this criteria, buildings were then collected to be a part of this study. The 
buildings that were found to be appropriate, were compiled into a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet comprising four sub-sheets for each tier of significance. Each building was 
categorized into its corresponding sub-sheet according to its level of significance with the 
following information provided: Number, State, County, Address, Property Name (if 
any), Approximate Date of Construction, World Heritage Site (Yes/No), NHL Listed 
(Yes/No), NRHP Listed (Yes/No), Located within a Historic District (Yes/No), 
Individually Listed (Yes/No), Contributing Property (Yes/No), and Drawing Repository 
(Appendix A). In total, 58 buildings were included across the geographic boundaries 
(Figure 3.1-3.4).     
  
                                                 
97 “Historic American Building Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic American 
Landscapes Survey,” loc.gov, Library of Congress, accessed 10/20/2020, 
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hh/technote.html.;  
“Past Conferences,” VAF, Vernacular Architecture Forum, accessed 10/20/2020, 
https://www.vernaculararchitectureforum.org/Past-conferences. 
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Precedents Calculating Embodied Energy 
The calculation of the embodied energy in this thesis was heavily influenced by 
other studies of embodied energy in traditionally built buildings. The main sources 
followed were articles found through Science Direct.98 The first article that was used as a 
guide was by Ahish Shukla, G.N. Tiwari and M.S. Sodha, where the embodied energy of 
traditionally built adobe buildings was measured. While looking at a different material, 
this study provides a correlation to load bearing brick masonry structures, as both of the 
building materials are traditionally locally sourced earthen materials, require a large 
amount of human labor, and result in buildings that have solid, load bearing masonry 
walls. The study done by Shukla, Tiwari, and Sodha looked generally at the volumes of 
adobe walls and arrived at a value of embodied energy by dividing by the weight of each 
brick then multiplying by a predetermined value.99 This thesis followed this process in 
that the volume of walls was calculated for, however embodied energy was found per 
brick and then the total number of bricks used was determined to find the overall 
embodied energy. Other articles used were “Embodied Energy of Common and 
Alternative Building Materials and Technologies,” by B.V. Venkatarama Reddy and K.S. 
Jagadish, and “A Comparative Study of Life Cycle Carbon Emissions and Embodied 
Energy Between Sun-Dried Bricks and Fired Clay Bricks,” by Marwa Dabaieh, Jukka 
Heinonen, Deena El-Mahdy, and Dayla M. Hassan. These articles provided estimates of 
the embodied energy of modern bricks as being 4.25 mega joules (MJ). They also gave 
                                                 
98 “Search for Peer-Reviewed Journal Articles and Book Chapters,” Science Direct, accessed October 15, 
2020, https://www.sciencedirect.com/.    
99 Shukla et al., “Embodied Energy Analysis of Adobe House,” 756-759. 
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explanations of traditional brick making practices that are in use today in countries, such 
as India and Egypt, that are comparable processes to those used in brickmaking from the 
seventeenth to late nineteenth century North America.100 “A Comparative Study of Life 
Cycle Carbon Emissions and Embodied Energy Between Sun-Dried Bricks and Fired 
Clay Bricks,” was also beneficial as it explained the many steps of the traditional brick 
making process, such as the hand making of bricks, and transportation of the masonry 
units on carts pulled by animals, being transported on rafts, or moved by humans 
manually, there is minimal to no expense in energy, thus making the embodied energy for 
these traditional methods significantly lower.101 With bricks being made following 
traditional methods, then the only expense in energy is in the clay firing process. 
The value for determining the embodied energy that goes into the firing process 
for historic brick was determined from another article called, “Embodied Energy of Mud 
Concrete Block (MCB) Versus Brick and Cement Blocks,” by Chameera Udwattha and 
Rangika Halwatura. This publication explained the embodied energy of fired clay brick 
made in Sri Lanka, where an energy source called “biomass” was used for the burning of 
clay brick. Biomass is explained in the article as being a renewable resource.102 Similarly, 
wood, also a renewable resource, was used in the brick firing process in traditional brick 
making in North America. With this, the estimated embodied energy value for firing 
                                                 
100 Reddy and Jagadish, “Embodied Energy of Common and Alternative Building Materials and 
Technologies,” 131.;  
Marwa Dabaieh et al., “A Comparative Study of Life Cycle Carbon Emissions and Embodied Energy 
Between Sun-Dried Bricks and Fired Clay Bricks.” Journal of Cleaner Production 275, (2020): 2. 
101 Dabaieh et al., “A Comparative Study of Life Cycle Carbon Emissions and Embodied Energy Between 
Sun-Dried Bricks and Fired Clay Bricks.” 2. 
102 Udawattha, Halwatura, “Embodied Energy of Mud Concrete Block (MCB) Versus Brick and Cement 
Blocks,” 28.  
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brick with biomass, 1,143 MJ per 1,000 bricks, was used as the energy value for firing 
historic brick in this thesis.103 Thus, 4.25 MJ was used for the embodied energy value for 
modern brick and 1.143 MJ was used for the embodied energy value for both the historic 
brick control variable and the actual historic brick for each building.  
 
Calculating Embodied Energy 
In this study, calculating the embodied energy of brick masonry buildings was 
done through a multistep process that involved creating three-dimensional models in 
AutoDesk’s Revit2020. The first step in calculating the approximate embodied energy of 
a brick masonry building was to start by selecting the appropriate number of buildings (4) 
from each tier of significance from the compiled data set. This was done using a random 
number generator tool. First, a tier of significance was chosen. There were (15) individual 
buildings in tier one, (10) in tier two, (29) in tier three, and (4) in tier four. The goal was 
to objectively select (4) study buildings from each category. In order to determine 
buildings to calculate, Google’s “Random Number Generator” was accessed, which can 
be reached by typing that phrase into the website’s search engine. Once there, one is 
prompted to enter a “minimum” value and a “maximum” value. The minimum would be 
one and the maximum would be the total number of buildings in that specific tier of 
significance. Then, the “generate” button was selected five times in order to provide five 
                                                 
103 Udawattha and Halwatura, “Embodied Energy of Mud Concrete Block (MCB) Versus Brick and 
Cement Blocks,” 32. 
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different buildings to be calculated for in that tier. Once the study buildings were 
identified the following process began for each. 
AutoDesk’s Revit2020 and AutoCAD2020 were then accessed. The chosen 
building’s measured drawings were then uploaded into both softwares in one of three 
formats: a drawing file (DWG), a Joint Photographic Group (JPEG), or a Tagged Image 
Format (Figure(s) 3.5-3.6). Determining which format to use was based on where the 
drawings were accessed from, and what was the best quality that could be used.  
Figure 3.5: An example of a plan [Pompion Hill Chapel] used to extrude a three-dimensional model to 






Figure 3.6: An example of an elevation [Pompion Hill Chapel] used to extrude a three-dimensional model 
to estimate the volume of the load bearing brick masonry (Courtesy of HABS collection LOC).  
 
With the drawings uploaded in the appropriate formats, they then had to be 
scaled. To accurately scale the measured drawings in both Revit2020 and AutoCAD2020, 
the measuring tool in each program had to be used to determine the current size of the 
plans and elevations based on each drawing’s scale. If the scale was inaccurate, the image 
had to be altered. This process began by drawing a one-foot line over the scales parallel 
to the corresponding marks on the scales. Then the scale feature was accessed and the 
drawing was scaled to the appropriate size based on the drawn line. The overall 
dimensions of the drawing were then determined using the measure tool in each program 
in order to double check that the drawing was accurately sized. This process was repeated 
for any subsequent plans or elevations that were used.  
Once the measured drawings were scaled, measurements of the load bearing 
masonry walls had to be taken in Revit2020. This was done using the measure tool, 
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taking measurements from the exterior walls then interior ones. With the wall thicknesses 
noted, the appropriate walls thicknesses had to be imputed into the software. These would 
be the walls that would be used in drawing over the plans and elevations. This was done 
by selecting the “Architecture” tab, then the “Wall” tab on the ribbon. Then, under the 
“Properties” sidebar, “Edit Type” was selected. With this, a dialog box appears. The 
“Duplicate” button is then selected, which allows for the changing of the name of the 
wall to be designated to its appropriate size and materiality (i.e. 8” Brick Wall). Then, the 
“Edit” button was selected, and another dialog box was shown with a small chart. One of 
the columns being labeled “Material,” allows for the wall material to be changed. In this 
study, the walls were changed to be set as “Brick, Common.” Then on the dialog box the 
appropriate thickness had to be set based on the measurements taken from the scaled 
drawings. ‘OK’ was selected, and this process was repeated changing the wall 
thicknesses as needed.  
The following steps involved creating the model in both two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional views. First, the appropriate sized brick walls were used to trace over 
the brick walls of the building’s plan, working on the first floor. Walls were set at a 
preset height of 20 feet, and had to be changed according to the building’s actual height. 
This was done by selecting the cell next to the row labeled “Unconnected.” The 
appropriate height of each wall could then be set as needed. Next, working in elevation, 
voids had to be removed from each facade where there were door and window openings. 
The plans and elevations uploaded and scaled in AutoCAD2020 were used as a tool to 
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help measure the location, heights, and widths of these voids (Appendix C). This process 
was continued for each elevation until the model was completed.  
With a finished model, the calculation of embodied energy could begin (Figure 
3.7). Continuing to work in Revit2020, the “Analyze” tab was selected, followed by the 
“Schedule/Quantities” feature under the “Reports & Schedules” section on the upper 
ribbon. With this, a “New Schedule” dialog box occurred on the screen. Under the 
“Category” section, the “Walls” option should be selected. Another dialog box titled 
“Schedule Properties” then appeared, prompting a selection of categories giving 
information on walls including: area, length, width, and volume. These features will 
automatically be calculated for through the software.  
Figure 3.7: Image of a scaled model [Pompion Hill Chapel] generated using available measured drawings 
showing the brick masonry (by author in Revit).  
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Several other calculations were manually computed through Revit2020. While 
continuing to work in the “Schedule Properties” dialog box, the “Function” button was 
selected. This prompted another dialog box titled “Calculated Values.” This required 
several fields to be filled out, such as, the name of the calculation, which will appear on 
the final schedule, select the “Formula” circle, and finally selecting the “...” button at the 
lower right hand corner of the dialog box (Figure 3.8). At this point, the various 
calculations were created. These included the quantity of brick based off historic sizes, 
quantity of brick based off modern sizes, embodied energy based off historic brick sizes, 
embodied energy based off modern brick sizes, embodied energy per square foot, and 
embodied energy per year. 
 




The quantity of bricks included in each building was found by first determining 
cubic footage of a standard brick. The dimensions of a standard brick are 
3.65”x2.25”x8”. In order to account for the mortar joints that surround the brick, .25” 
was added to the length, width and height of each brick making the dimensions to be 
3.90”x2.50”x8.25”. The dimensions were then multiplied and divided by 12 cubed in 
order to find how many cubic feet the modern brick makes up. This quantity was then 
divided by the volume of the overall bricks used. The calculation appeared as such:  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁.𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉










This value was used to calculate the total quantity of bricks in each building in this study, 
had they been constructed with modern, machine made brick. 
The same process was followed for determining the quantity of historic, 
handmade bricks used in each building’s construction. For this, average historic brick 
sizes were taken from the publication Chesapeake House: Architectural Investigation by 
Colonial Williamsburg. Dimensions were provided in this book in a table giving the 
average brick size for the Chesapeake region, which is described as being 
8.5”x4”x2.625”.104 While this value may be concentrated to the Chesapeake region and 
brick sizes may vary by region or even by state, this value is an approximation for 
                                                 
104 Lounsbury, “Brickwork,” 242. 
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historic brick and work as a constant. This constant acted as a control to help show 
deviation from the use of modern brick or actual brick sizes, had they been provided in 
the collected AutoCAD drawings. The calculation to determine the estimated number of 
historic bricks in each building was determined through the following calculation:  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁.𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶) =
𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉










This formula provided an estimated value of the number of bricks that were used in each 
building studied and acted as a constant value for historic brick. Where brick sizes were 
provided in the drawings collected, the same formula was used using the dimensions of 
the bricks as measured in AutoCAD. With the approximate number of bricks determined 
in each building, the embodied energy for the bricks, which make up the material of the 
buildings, was then calculated. 
The embodied energy of modern burnt clay brick was used if a study building was 
visibly constructed of modern brick through photographs. The embodied energy value for 
a modern brick was determined in an article, “Embodied Energy of Common and 
Alternative Building Materials and Technologies,” by B.V. Venkatarama Reddy and K.S. 
Jagadish from the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore. In this article the authors 
provide the dimensions of a standard burnt clay brick produced in India as being 
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9.05”x3.33”x2.75” and it has a predetermined embodied energy value of 4.25 MJ.105 In 
order to make the comparison more equal to American standard brick dimensions, a ratio 
was made comparing values of American standard brick to its embodied energy value 



















𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 = 3.37 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 
This value was determined to be the approximate embodied energy of a modern brick. To 
find the value embodied energy for each building if it was constructed with modern brick, 
the number of bricks was multiplied by 3.37 MJ. 
Next, the embodied energy value for historic brick had to be estimated. 
Traditional brick making practices such as sun dried clay brick and adobe block were 
examined in order to estimate appropriate embodied energy values per brick. Similar to 
historic brick making practices in British North America, these masonry units typically 
have their materials sourced on site or nearby. This mitigates the amount of greenhouse 
gas emissions that are sent into the atmosphere caused by transportation, and if they were 
transported they were often carried by an animal pulling a cart, which leaves minimal to 
                                                 
105 Reddy and Jagadish, “Embodied Energy of Common and Alternative Building Materials and 
Technologies,” 131.   
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no carbon footprint.106 This means that the only energy used is the firing of clay brick. 
The value for this was taken from the article: “Embodied energy of mud concrete block 
(MCB) versus brick and cement blocks.” This publication explains that in Sri Lanka clay 
bricks are fired with biomass, which is a renewable resource, similar to wood, and 
therefore can be related in terms of energy consumption. This authors also estimated the 
energy consumed in the firing process per 1000 bricks with the dimensions being roughly 
8.46”x4.43”x2.6,” as being 1,143 MJ.107 As with the modern brick, a ratio was created 
comparing the size and embodied energy of the clay brick in Southeast Asia, having only 
its firing process included in its embodied energy, to the size of the historic brick in order 
for its embodied energy to be found.  







𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶) =
(8.5 ∗ 4 ∗ 2.625)
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶)
=
(8.46 ∗ 4.43 ∗ 2.6)
(1143 ÷ 1000)
 




𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶) = 1.05 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 
This final value was then multiplied by the number of historic bricks in the study 
building. This same step was followed for quantifying the embodied energy of the actual 
historic brick in a building had the dimensions been given in the collected drawings. 
                                                 
106 Dabaieh et al., “A Comparative Study of Life Cycle Carbon Emissions and Embodied Energy Between 
Sun-Dried Bricks and Fired Clay Bricks,” 2. 
107 Reddy and Jagadish, “Embodied Energy of Common and Alternative Building Materials and 
Technologies,” 131; Udawattha and Halwatura, “Embodied Energy of Mud Concrete Block (MCB) Versus 
Brick and Cement Blocks,” 32. 
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Thus, the dimensions of the controlled historic brick would be used rather than the actual 
dimensions. 
Calculating for the embodied energy per square foot of each building was found 
by using the embodied energy values and each building’s square footage. The overall 
square footage of the building, as mentioned previously, was calculated in Revit, 
providing the overall space not taken up by the load bearing brick masonry. The 
embodied energy per square foot for modern brick, the historic brick constant value, and 
the historic brick actual value was calculated by dividing each’s embodied energy by the 
building’s square footage. 












Finally, the embodied energy per square foot per year was determined. This was 
calculated by using the value of the embodied energy per square foot and dividing it by 
the age of each building (Y), which was found by subtracting from each building’s date 
of construction to the year this study was completed in 2021.  
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝐵𝐵⁄ =
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹⁄
𝑌𝑌
�  
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝐵𝐵⁄ =
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹⁄
𝑌𝑌
�  
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 (𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝐵𝐵⁄ =




These values show the embodied energy of each building based off of each building’s 
square footage per year since its construction. As the overall square footage is divided by 
the building’s age, the older a building is the more probable it will have a lower 
embodied energy per square foot as the value is increasing. In other words, older 
buildings have had the opportunity to pay back a portion of the initial energy that was 
invested in their construction.   
After these calculations were completed, final estimates were provided in the 
form of a schedule (Figure 3.9). This schedule was then exported as a text (.txt) file and 
then copied and pasted into Microsoft Excel, where a more organized and detailed 
schedule could be created (see appendix C).  
 
Figure 3.9: Image showing a portion of the wall schedule produced in Revit. (by author in Revit).  
 
This process was applied to each study building in each of the four tiers of 
significance. Once this was completed for each of the study buildings, the final computed 
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values were organized to compare overall averages, as well as overall embodied energy 
quantities in charts made in Microsoft Excel (Appendix D). This data was then analyzed 












































The data analysis for this thesis involved a two-part comparison of the data 
collected and the final embodied energy values generated. The first part of this process 
compared the averages of each tier of significance in order to determine patterns among 
the tiers. The second part of this process involved juxtaposing the traditional ranking of 
buildings, according to their tiers of significance, to the order in which they were re-
arranged by embodied energy, embodied energy per square foot, and embodied energy 
per square foot per year. The newly generated quantities were reordered from lowest to 
highest. This was not meant to create an automatic ranking of building but rather, it was 
meant to organize the buildings and allow for overall patterns to be studied.   
 
Examining & Comparing Averages 
The first part of this analysis required the schedules generated to be formed into 
tables so averages for each tier could be compared (Table 4.1). This was done in 
Microsoft Excel by including various columns labeled for each building’s: tier of 
significance, date of construction, age, square footage, volume, number of bricks, 






Table 4.1: Averages of data collected and estimated embodied energy values (by author) 
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Averages revealed several patterns. One of which had to do with the mean age of 
buildings that are in the upper tiers of the building’s study. The buildings in the first, 
second, and third tier were typically constructed in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century. This data showed that buildings were constructed within eight years 
of one another, yet the buildings in the fourth tier, those buildings that were not deemed 
to be significant, were on average constructed in the mid nineteenth century, 
approximately 60 to 70 years later than buildings in the first three tiers. This 
demonstrates that there is a bias to the to the selection of buildings that are deemed 
significant by the current criteria.  
In terms of overall size, the buildings in the first three tiers were on average larger 
than buildings in the fourth tier. The overall square footage of the buildings in the first 
tier were almost 9,000 SF, whereas the buildings in the lower tiers were nearing 7,000 
SF, yet the fourth tier buildings were smaller on average at 5,400 SF. This was also 
reflected in the wall volumes and the number of bricks used drastically. Buildings in the 
first tier had an average wall volume of about 24,000 CF, which was significantly larger 
than the lower three tier that was approximately 14,000 CF to 17,000 CF.  
When examining the average embodied energy values of the buildings studied, 
there was a major difference between buildings in the first three tiers to those in the 
fourth tier. Among the first three tiers, the buildings with the highest level of significance 
typically have the highest embodied energy with approximately 527,808.23 MJ. The two 
tiers below that were closer values with tier two being 243,533.80 MJ and tier 3 being 
288,479.75 MJ. The last tier was significantly larger in its embodied energy being about 
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966,402.44 MJ, nearly double the size of the first tier. This suggests that older and larger 
buildings are seen as more significant, as demonstrated through these quantities.  
A similar pattern in the quantity of embodied energy continued with the embodied 
energy per square foot and the embodied energy per square foot per year. The embodied 
energy for the first three tiers was 48.148 MJ/SF, 45.523 MJ/SF, and 41.857 MJ/SF, 
respectively. The fourth tier was nearly double in size being approximately 110.517 
MJ/SF. This also seen in the embodied energy per square foot per year with the first three 
tiers being relatively close. The averages for these categories were 0.201 MJ/SF/Yr, 
0.187 MJ/SF/Yr, and 0.185 MJ/SF/Yr, respectively. The embodied energy in this 
category for the fourth tier was approximately triple that of the quantities in the first three 
tiers being 0.680 MJ/SF/Yr. This major difference in embodied energy demonstrates the 
amount of energy used and the greenhouse gas produced in later buildings versus 
traditional brick making processes, which is likely correlated to the Industrial Revolution 
and the mechanization of the brick making process. This suggests that contrary to current 
historic preservation valuation, more recent buildings would receive attention if 
environmental value, measured through embodied energy, was adopted as a criteria of 
significance.  
 
Examining and Comparing Overall Embodied Energy 
The second stage of this analysis compared buildings, in terms of their 
significance, in juxtaposition to their estimated embodied energy values. This involved 
first organizing a simple chart of the appropriate values for comparison in Microsoft 
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Excel. The columns included the building name, corresponding tier, and its embodied 
energy value in MJ. Tiers and the corresponding study buildings were color coded in the 
first chart with tier one being red, tier two blue, tier three green, and tier four purple. 
Next, the chart for comparison was created with the buildings reordered from lowest 
embodied energy value to highest. With the buildings color coded, it was easier to 
analyze changes in reordering buildings. This was repeated for comparison for embodied 

















Traditional  Ranking of Significance & EE Values 
Tier Building Name Wall Volume (CF) EE (MJ) 
1 
UVA Pavilion IV  8,613.07 146,172.96 
UVA Hotel A 6,847.48 116,208.99 
Independence Hall 52,617.13 1,380,297.83 
Monticello 27,608.94 468,553.15 
2 
Pompion Hill Chapel 6,337.68 107,557.28 
Drayton Hall 28,752.45 487,959.85 
Blacklock House 10,938.99 185,646.26 
Ainsley Hall 11,370.63 192,971.79 
3 
Fenwick Hall 14,862.86 252,238.62 
South Caroliniana Lib 42,726.31 725,111.13 
Christ Church 3,339.93 56,682.17 
Gov. Wm Gist House 7,064.20 119,887.09 
4 
Darby Free Lib 5,414.92 391,846.59 
Darby House 2,441.36 41,432.44 
Old Brick Church 45,944.67 3,324,748.18 
John Seawright House 6,339.17 107,582.57 
 
Ranking of EE Lowest to Highest 
Quadrant Building Name Wall Volume (CF) EE (MJ) 
1 
Darby House 2,441.36 41,432.44 
Christ Church 3,339.93 56,682.17 
Pompion Hill Chapel 6,337.68 107,557.28 
John Seawright House 6,339.17 107,582.57 
2 
UVA Hotel A 6,847.48 116,208.99 
Gov. Wm Gist House 7,064.20 119,887.09 
UVA Pavilion IV  8,613.07 146,172.96 
Blacklock House 10,938.99 185,646.26 
3 
Ainsley Hall 11,370.63 192,971.79 
Fenwick Hall 14,862.86 252,238.62 
Darby Free Lib 5,414.92 391,846.59 
Monticello 27,608.94 468,553.15 
4 
Drayton Hall 28,752.45 487,959.85 
South Caroliniana Lib 42,726.31 725,111.13 
Independence Hall 52,617.13 1,380,297.83 
Old Brick Church 45,944.67 3,324,748.18 
 
Table 4.2: Comparing the traditional ranking of building significance to embodied energy values ordered 
from lowest to highest (by author).  
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Traditional Ranking of Significance & EE/SF Values 
Tier Building Name EE (MJ) Sq Ft (SF) EE/Sq Ft (MJ/Sq Ft) 
1 
UVA Pavilion IV  146,172.96 4,261 34.30485 
UVA Hotel A 116,208.99 3,764 30.873802 
Independence Hall 1,380,297.83 15,545 88.793685 
Monticello 468,553.15 12,133 38.618079 
2 
Pompion Hill Chapel 107,557.28 1,635 65.784271 
Drayton Hall 487,959.85 9,216 52.947032 
Blacklock House 185,646.26 6,094 30.463778 
Ainsley Hall 192,971.79 5,866 32.896657 
3 
Fenwick Hall 252,238.62 7,521 33.578091 
South Caroliniana Lib 725,111.13 15,922 45.54146 
Christ Church 56,682.17 1,195 47.432774 
Gov. Wm Gist House 119,887.09 2,933 40.875243 
4 
Darby Free Lib 391,846.59 2,692 145.559655 
Darby House 41,432.44 2,012 20.592664 
Old Brick Church 3,324,748.18 13,966 238.060159 
John Seawright House 107,582.57 2,842 37.854528 
 
Ranking of EE/SF Lowest to Highest 
Quadrant Building Name EE (MJ) Sq Ft (SF) EE/Sq Ft (MJ/Sq Ft) 
1 
Darby House 41,432.44 2,012 20.592664 
Blacklock House 185,646.26 6,094 30.463778 
UVA Hotel A 116,208.99 3,764 30.873802 
Ainsley Hall 192,971.79 5,866 32.896657 
2 
Fenwick Hall 252,238.62 7,521 33.578091 
UVA Pavilion IV  146,172.96 4,261 34.30485 
John Seawright House 107,582.57 2,842 37.854528 
Monticello 468,553.15 12,133 38.618079 
3 
Gov. Wm Gist House 119,887.09 2,933 40.875243 
South Caroliniana Lib 725,111.13 15,922 45.54146 
Christ Church 56,682.17 1,195 47.432774 
Drayton Hall 487,959.85 9,216 52.947032 
4 
Pompion Hill Chapel 107,557.28 1,635 65.784271 
Independence Hall 1,380,297.83 15,545 88.793685 
Darby Free Lib 391,846.59 2,692 145.559655 
Old Brick Church 3,324,748.18 13,966 238.060159 
 
Table 4.3: Comparing the traditional ranking of building significance to embodied energy per square foot 




Traditional Ranking of Significance & EE/SF/Yr Values 




UVA Pavilion IV  204 146,172.96 34.30485 0.168161 
UVA Hotel A 204 116,208.99 30.873802 0.151342 
Independence Hall 268 1,380,297.83 88.793685 0.33132 
Monticello 252 468,553.15 38.618079 0.153246 
2 
Pompion Hill Chapel 258 107,557.28 65.784271 0.254978 
Drayton Hall 283 487,959.85 52.947032 0.187755 
Blacklock House 221 185,646.26 30.463778 0.138472 
Ainsley Hall 198 192,971.79 32.896657 0.166988 
3 
Fenwick Hall 291 252,238.62 33.578091 0.115787 
South Caroliniana Lib 181 725,111.13 45.54146 0.253008 
Christ Church 294 56,682.17 47.432774 0.161336 
Gov. Wm Gist House 193 119,887.09 40.875243 0.211789 
4 
Darby Free Lib 149 391,846.59 145.559655 0.97691 
Darby House 169 41,432.44 20.592664 0.12185 
Old Brick Church 167 3,324,748.18 238.060159 1.42551 
John Seawright House 194 107,582.57 37.854528 0.195126 
 
Ranking of EE/SF/Yr Lowest to Highest 




Fenwick Hall 291 252,238.62 33.578091 0.115787 
Darby House 169 41,432.44 20.592664 0.12185 
Blacklock House 221 185,646.26 30.463778 0.138472 
UVA Hotel A 204 116,208.99 30.873802 0.151342 
2 
Monticello 252 468,553.15 38.618079 0.153246 
Christ Church 294 56,682.17 47.432774 0.161336 
Ainsley Hall 198 192,971.79 32.896657 0.166988 
UVA Pavilion IV  204 146,172.96 34.30485 0.168161 
3 
Drayton Hall 283 487,959.85 52.947032 0.187755 
John Seawright House 194 107,582.57 37.854528 0.195126 
Gov. Wm Gist House 193 119,887.09 40.875243 0.211789 
South Caroliniana Lib 181 725,111.13 45.54146 0.253008 
4 
Pompion Hill Chapel 258 107,557.28 65.784271 0.254978 
Independence Hall 268 1,380,297.83 88.793685 0.33132 
Darby Free Lib 149 391,846.59 145.559655 0.97691 
Old Brick Church 167 3,324,748.18 238.060159 1.42551 
Table 4.4: Comparing the traditional ranking of building significance to embodied energy per square foot 
per year values ordered from lowest to highest (by author). 
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In comparing the traditional order of building significance to the reordered 
embodied energy values from lowest to highest, there were several significant changes 
among the ranking of the historic buildings studied (See table 4.2). Generally, the 
buildings in the middle two tiers saw the least amount of movement and tended to stay 
toward the middle of the buildings calculated. The buildings that saw the most movement 
were those in the first and fourth tier. The Darby House and John Seawright House from 
tier four moved to the first quadrant, whereas the entirety of tier one buildings moved 
downward toward the lower quadrants. When looking closer, Monticello and 
Independence Hall moved far down to the lower half of the chart, while Hotel A and 
Pavilion IV at the University of Virginia remained in the upper half of the chart. 
However, it should be noted here that both these buildings are a part of the Academical 
Village at the University of Virginia and are therefore apart of a much larger complex, 
which, if included in this study in its entirety, would likely be the largest case study and 
would be vastly larger in its embodied energy than any of the other singular building’s 
studied. Therefore, these buildings were considered not to be entirely accurate in their 
representation in this study, and they were considered to be moved to the bottom end of 
the chart, thus making the entirety of the first tier to be in the bottom half of the chart.  
The second chart created in this data analysis showed the moving of buildings in 
terms of their embodied energy per square foot from low to high. When examining this, it 
was clear that the most dramatic changes were, again, seen in the first and fourth tiers. 
When looking at the movement of buildings in the first tier, each moved downward on 
the chart. The two University of Virginia buildings remained in the upper half because 
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they are part of a much larger complex, their true values would likely have made them 
move toward the lower half of the chart. The buildings in the middle two tiers seemed to 
remain toward the center of the chart. Buildings in tier two, including the Blacklock 
house and Ainsley Hall moved toward the upper half of the chart yet both Drayton Hall 
and Pompion Hill Chapel moved downward to the lower half. The buildings that 
populated tier three remained in nearly the same place with only Fenwick hall moving 
upward to the upper half of the chart. Some of the biggest movement was seen in tier four 
with the Darby House and the John Seawright House moving to the upper half of the 
chart, however, the Darby Free Library and the Old Brick Church remained at the bottom 
of the chart.   
Similar patterns that were seen in the embodied energy per square foot 
comparison were also seen in the embodied energy per square foot per year analysis. 
Again, like in the previous analysis, the most dramatic shifts were seen in the first and 
fourth tiers. Buildings in the first tier moved downward with most of the buildings 
moving toward the lower half of the chart, with the exception of Monticello which 
remained toward the upper end of the chart. Second tier buildings remained toward the 
middle of the chart with buildings both in the upper and lower halves of the chart. This 
was also seen with third tier buildings. Buildings from this category remained both in the 
upper and lower half of the chart. The most drastic changes were seen in the fourth tier 
where buildings moved toward both ends of the chart. The Darby House and the John 
Seawright House moved upward, however the Darby Free Library and the Old Brick 
Church remained at the bottom of the chart as both second to last and last, respectively. 
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 These comparison of the quantities produced versus the traditional ranking of 
building significance show that if significance was to be based on environmental value, 
tier four buildings would have to be preserved. From this study, it is apparent that the 
buildings that are not being preserved—those that make up tier four—are those that are 
much younger. These buildings date to the mid-to-late nineteenth century, and they have 
much higher embodied energy values. This is due to the way in which their building 
material, brick, was manufactured. The way in which bricks were made during, and after 
the Industrial Revolution, required a greater amount of greenhouse gas production, as 
manufacturing processes became less dependent on human and animal labor and more so 
on machines powered by fossil fuels. This means that more energy was expended in the 
constructing these buildings. These buildings have a greater environmental debt to repay 
based on their age and embodied energy, however, they currently have no level of 
significance granted to them. The values produced here show where new preservation 















Refining Embodied Energy Calculations for Historic Building Materials 
 This thesis joins a body of literature that calls for embodied energy calculations to 
have values that represent less mechanized processes of manufacture. As discussed in 
Chapter Two, the Literature Review, publications from the Association of Preservation 
Technology (APT) Bulletin by Baird Smith, Carl Elefante, and Mike Jackson, suggest the 
need to make embodied energy calculations for historic buildings to be more accurate. 
This would require representing manufacturing techniques that relied on human and 
animal labor rather than fossil fuels. Borrowing from other sources of literature to derive 
values for historic versus industrial brick, this thesis demonstrates how great of a 
refinement this would be. Working with the two different values for brick’s embodied 
energy, 3.37 MJ for industrially produced brick and 1.05 MJ for handmade brick, is a 
clear demonstration of how calculations would be dramatically altered if historic 
materials were considered within most embodied energy calculations.  
 
Shifting Notions of Significance  
From this study, it has been determined that embodied energy has the potential to 
expand current definitions of building significance, particularly for those buildings that 
are seen as significant and those that are dismissed under current criteria. After analyzing 
and comparing the data, it is apparent that if environmental significance was made a 
criterion for preservation of historic buildings in the United States, current ideas of 
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building significance would be expanded to be based on quantifiable values, and, 
therefore, would be less subjective. Significance would be quantified using the 
methodology conducted in this thesis and, based on calculations, would preserve 
buildings that currently have no significance granted to them. This would mean focusing 
preservation efforts on buildings typically found in tier four of this study. The averages, 
from the analysis portion of this research, show that these buildings are typically much 
younger than those in the upper three tiers, with most of them being made of brick 
produced in mechanized processes. These buildings may or may not contribute to the 
historic narrative as much as others, but they most to the environmental debt of our 
existing built environment.  
Based on the quantities generated, those buildings that lack significance according 
to current criteria are typically constructed in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, and 
were constructed with industrially made brick that resulted in more pollutants in the 
atmosphere. The embodied energy quantities of buildings made of these bricks, which 
have an embodied energy of about 3.37 MJ, are typically vastly larger than those 
constructed with traditional brick, which has an embodied energy of only about 1.05 MJ, 
proportionally. Thus, those bricks that were mechanically produces are triple the amount 
of energy to produce than traditionally mad bricks. This difference demonstrates how the 
manufacturing process can have a significant impact on the embodied energy of 
materials.     
A notable example that demonstrates the difference in the construction of historic 
buildings with modern versus historic brick, is seen in comparing buildings such as the 
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Darby Free Library and Independence Hall. The Darby Free Library was one of the 
smallest buildings studied with a square footage of approximately 2,692 SF and was built 
in 1872 with machine made bricks. Independence Hall was the largest building studied 
with a square footage of about 15,545 SF and was built in 1753 of handmade bricks. In 
comparing these two buildings the Darby Free Library had a much lower embodied 
energy of about 391,846.59 MJ, compared to Independence Hall’s 1,380,297.83 MJ. 
However, when comparing embodied energy per square foot, the Darby Free Library has 
a much higher value of 145.56 MJ/SF compared to Independence Hall’s 88.80 MJ/SF. An 
even greater difference was seen in the comparison of the embodied energy per square 
foot per year, where the Darby Free Library had a value of .98 MJ/SF/Yr, while 
Independence Hall had approximately one third of that with .33 MJ/SF/Yr. This 
comparison demonstrates how much energy goes into the production of machine-made 
bricks. While Independence Hall is older and has had the opportunity to pay more of its 
environmental debt, the Darby Free Library is also an old building that is much smaller 
and therefore would have less embodied energy, yet because of its materiality it has a 
much larger debt to pay. Buildings, such as the Darby Free Library, should be preserved 
for their higher embodied energy values and given the opportunity to pay their 
environmental debt.    
Under traditional understandings of “value” in historic preservation, buildings are 
preserved for celebrated reasons, namely, having to do with any of the criteria that 
categorizes buildings into any of the first three tiers of significance in this study. “Value” 
here, in terms of embodied energy, has more to do with the “environmental debt” that 
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buildings owe, as discussed by author Jean Carroon in Sustainable Preservation: 
Greening Existing Buildings.108 The high amounts of energy that they have are 
representative of the expense that went into their construction, and should require them to 
be preserved and deemed significant in terms of environmental impact. Thus, new 
criterion should be created based on environmental impact, quantified through embodied 
energy. Under these new standards, the buildings that would be preserved would be those 
that had required a great expenditure of energy, some of the very buildings currently not 
included in the NRHP. Therefore, these buildings should be preserved and reused in 
order to diminish further environmental impact through demolition and new construction. 
This would play a key role in lowering greenhouse gas emissions and help to counter the 
global climate crisis facing the twenty-first century.    
 
Lessons on Embodied Energy for Preservationists  
The purpose of this study was to look at preservationist’s existing ideas of 
significance and test a new criterion for significance related to embodied energy. The 
objective was to test a quantifiable measurement of significance derived from 
environmental impact through estimating embodied energy values of bricks in masonry 
buildings. One question that has emerged after examining the data is whether 
preservationists should push more for the preservation of buildings with low or high 
embodied energy. Both arguments should be made in the preservation of historic 
buildings; save the buildings which are “good investments” of energy, and preserve the 
                                                 
108 Carroon, Sustainable Preservation, 7. 
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buildings which cost a lot up front and, therefore, contribute most to the collective 
environmental debt.  
Low embodied energy has been argued as a reason for preserving historic 
buildings, and can and should continue to be applied. Buildings with lower embodied 
energy values were mainly those that were constructed using traditional methods prior to 
the Industrial Revolution and the mechanization of processes that began using fossil fuels 
in the mid to late nineteenth century. These buildings should be valued for their minimal 
energy expenditure.   
Buildings with low embodied energy values should be valued for the traditional 
processes in which their construction materials were manufactured and utilized. These 
traditional methods should be continued to be practiced rather than methods that depend 
on fossil fuels which contribute extensively to the increasing global climate. Examples of 
brick makers continuing the traditional methods of brickmaking on a large scale still do 
exist. One such company is H.G. Matthews, which maintains traditional brickworks in 
Bellingdon in the United Kingdom. On H.G. Matthews website, the organization 
acknowledges that brick making is an energy intensive process and that every step should 
be taken to reduce the amount of resources and energy that goes into it. One of the 
answers is to use locally sourced materials. The company uses local clay for its bricks, 
and it uses locally sourced wood, and water is collected off of the roofs of the buildings 
on site. This negates the materials being transported from far away. For manufacturing 
purposes, it should be noted that the use of wood for the firing of the clay is much more 
sustainable than fossil fuels. H.G. Matthews acknowledges that the only wood used is in 
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appropriate quantity and trees are only taken from forests where there is continuous 
replanting.109 These bricks are then handmade in sand coated molds, then dried using 
biomass, a wood based material, and then bricks are fired for up to three days in a 
traditional clamp kiln. The company also boasts the ability to produce up to 60,000 
handmade bricks in one batch.110 While it may not be entirely feasible to change the 
entire brickmaking industry to use these practices, the sustainability of these traditional 
methods should be more valued and advocated for by preservationists.  
While low embodied energy should be valued, preservationists need to also value 
higher quantities of embodied energy in historic buildings. As previously noted, buildings 
with higher embodied energy values in this study were found to have an average age 
dating back to around the mid nineteenth century, or about the time of the Industrial 
Revolution. With the emergence of new industrial processes traditional methods were left 
behind. In terms of brickmaking in the nineteenth century, coal replaced wood for firing 
brick mainly because it was cheaper, easier to acquire and handle, and allowed for brick 
to be made quicker. With the emergence of the twentieth century, coal was replaced 
entirely by fossil fuels. The burning of fossil fuels led to larger amounts of greenhouse 
gasses into the atmosphere and continues to contribute to the warming global climate. 
Buildings that were constructed without using traditional methods and thus have high 
embodied energy should also be preserved and valued for their energy expense. These 
buildings should be argued by preservationists to be saved and when appropriate 
                                                 
109 “Brickmaking and the Environment,” H.G. Matthews Traditional Brickmakers, 
https://www.hgmatthews.com/bricks/wood-fired-bricks/. 
110 “Wood Fired Bricks,” H.G. Matthews Traditional Brickmakers,  
https://www.hgmatthews.com/bricks/wood-fired-bricks/. 
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adaptively reused. To demolish these buildings would be a waste of the energy expended 
in their construction and to replace them even with the most sustainable buildings would 
cause more of an energy expense, which would take decades to replace.111 It is the charge 
of preservationists to be stewards of the built environment, and as the construction and 
building industry have been responsible for a massive quantity of greenhouse gas 
pollutants and adding to the climate crisis, they must also be stewards of the planet. With 
this, preservation and sustainability professionals must advocate for sustainable methods 
of building, while also allowing those building that contribute most to the overall 
environmental debt to be preserved so that the most can be taken out of their high initial 
energy expenditures.  
 
Limitations of this Study & Areas of Future Research 
This study explored new ways to measure significance for the preservation of 
buildings in a way that was relevant in the Twenty-first century. While this thesis was 
comprehensive in looking at all the components that went into quantifying building 
significance through embodied energy, several limitations deserve further research.   
One of the existing obstacles encountered was that there had been little to no 
existing research on the environmental impact or embodied energy of creating historic 
building materials. Values for the embodied energy of historic brick had to be roughly 
estimated based on multiple studies which looked at modern brick rather than values for 
traditional processes. While this study aimed to use simplified methods of calculating 
                                                 
111 Carroon, Sustainable Preservation, 7. 
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embodied energy, further research should be pursued in better understanding the true 
energy values that come from historic building materials and their traditional 
manufacturing and construction processes. A database or index of embodied energy of 
various historic building materials would improve this study.   
Another limitation involved modifying the calculations performed to estimate 
embodied energy. The main focus here was to determine if embodied energy could be 
used as a way for preservationists to quantify building significance and create a new 
definition of significance other than the current criteria that are in place. The values used, 
while as accurate as existing similar studies, were provided a numerical value to 
buildings so that those in various tiers of significance could be measured against one 
another in a consistent manner. Preservationists and sustainability experts can take this 
research further and improve the quantities. The calculations embodied energy estimates 
should be refined to address variables, such as regional variations in brick sizes, as well 
as transportation values and the energy expenditure from human and animal labor. While 
human and animal labor in brickmaking were not taken into account in this study, this is 
an area of research that should be pursued. While these numbers may be small in 
comparison to the energy expenditures from fossil fueled machines, they are not currently 
calculated for in embodied energy studies. Having these values would allow for a more 
comprehensive understanding of the true embodied energy of historic building materials, 
as well as provide better representation of the human value in constructing buildings. 
These values could then be used in embodied energy studies on other building materials 
to better estimate the embodied energy of other building types. These efforts would allow 
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for wider comparison and allow for all building types to have their embodied energy 
quantified and used as a measure for significance if environmental value is made criteria 
to the NRHP.  This methodology should be used as a template for the future estimation of 
embodied energy of historic buildings of various materials. It makes embodied energy 
more accessible for preservationists to understand. It is a new tool to preserve the historic 












































Building Selection Data 
 
Figure A-1: Tier 1 buildings used in this study [Part 1] (made by author).  
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Figure A-2: Tier 1 buildings used in this study [Part 2] (made by author).  
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Figure A-3: Tier 2 buildings used in this study [Part 1] (made by author).  
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Figure A-4: Tier 2 buildings used in this study [Part 2] (made by author).  
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Figure A-5: Tier 3 buildings used in this study [Part 1] (made by author). 
 
  




Figure A-7: Tier 3 buildings used in this study [Part 3] (made by author). 
 
Figure A-8: Tier 3 buildings used in this study [Part 4] (made by author). 
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Figure A-9: Tier 3 buildings used in this study [Part 3] (made by author). 
 















Figure B-1: University of Virginia Pavilion IV, courtesy of HABS.  
 
Figure B-2: University of Virginia Pavilion IV, courtesy of HABS. 
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Figure B-3: University of Virginia Hotel A, courtesy of HABS.   
Figure B-4: University of Virginia Hotel A, courtesy of HABS.  
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Figure B-5: Independence Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
Figure B-6: Independence Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
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Figure B-7: Monticello, courtesy of HABS.   
 
Figure B-8: Monticello, courtesy of HABS.   
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Figure B-9: Ainsley Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
Figure B-10: Ainsley Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
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Figure B-11: Pompion Hill Chapel, courtesy of HABS.   
Figure B-12: Pompion Hill Chapel, courtesy of HABS.   
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Figure B-13: Drayton Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
Figure B-14: Drayton Hall, courtesy of HABS.   
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Figure B-15: William Blacklock House, courtesy of HABS.  
Figure B-16: William Blacklock House, courtesy of HABS.  
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Figure B-17: Fenwick Hall, courtesy of HABS.  
Figure B-18: Fenwick Hall, courtesy of HABS.  
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Figure B-19: The South Caroliniana Library, courtesy of HABS. 
Figure B-20: The South Caroliniana Library, courtesy of HABS. 
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Figure B-21: Christ Church, courtesy of HABS. 
Figure B-22: Christ Church, courtesy of HABS. 
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Figure B-23: Governor William Gist House, courtesy of HABS.  
Figure B-24: Governor William Gist House, courtesy of HABS.  
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Figure B-25: John Seawright House, courtesy of the VAF. 
 
Figure B-26: Darby Free Library, curtsey of the VAF. 
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Figure B-27: Darby House, courtesy of the VAF.  




Figure C-1: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of 
Pavilion IV at the University of Virginia. 
 
Figure C-2: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of Hotel A 
at the University of Virginia.  
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Figure C-4: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of 
Monticello. 
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Figure C-6: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of 
Pompion Hill Chapel.  
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Figure C-8: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 
William Blacklock House.  
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Figure C-9: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of 





Figure C-10: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 
South Caroliniana Library. 
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Figure C-12: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 
Governor William Gist House.  
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Figure C-13: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 





Figure C-14: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 
Darby Free Library.  
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Figure C-15: Model generated in Revit showing the load bearing brick masonry of the 










Estimates Produced (Schedules) 
UVA Pavilion IV Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
1133 SF 35' - 9" 1' - 3" 1416.19 CF 30409.92279 
1142 SF 38' - 11" 1' - 3" 1427.44 CF 30651.38765 
264 SF 14' - 7 1/2" 1' - 3" 330.48 CF 7096.520177 
1142 SF 38' - 11" 1' - 3" 1427.43 CF 30651.28958 
262 SF 14' - 7 1/2" 1' - 3" 328.03 CF 7043.852836 
262 SF 14' - 7" 1' - 3" 327.02 CF 7022.102517 
251 SF 14' - 7" 1' - 3" 314.28 CF 6748.515084 
263 SF 14' - 9 1/2" 1' - 3" 329.18 CF 7068.395718 
265 SF 14' - 10 1/2" 1' - 3" 331.22 CF 7112.354106 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
138 SF 3' - 9 9/16" 1' - 3" 113.98 CF 2447.575636 
1100 SF 35' - 9" 1' - 3" 1375.49 CF 29535.93744 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
24 SF 1' - 6 27/32" 0' - 6" 7.87 CF 168.997214 
7476 SF 286' - 7 19/32" 28' - 6" 8613.07 CF 184948.8496 
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UVA Pavilion IV Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 




EE Historic Brick 
(Constant) 
22889.77055  102481.4398 24034.25908 
23071.52292  103295.1764 24225.09906 
5341.602467  23915.273 5608.682591 
23071.4491  103294.8459 24225.02155 
5301.959376  23737.78406 5567.057344 
5285.587752  23664.48548 5549.86714 
5079.656497  22742.49583 5333.639321 
5320.432982  23820.49357 5586.454631 
5353.520781  23968.63334 5621.19682 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
1842.308023  8248.329894 1934.423424 
22231.91542  99536.10919 23343.51119 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 
127.205435  569.520613 133.565707 




UVA Pavilion IV Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 
EE Historic Brick 
(Actual) 
EE/sq ft Modern 
Brick 
EE/sq ft Historic Brick 
(Constant) 
EE/sq ft Historic 
Brick (Actual) 
  24.05103 5.640521   
  24.242003 5.685308   
  5.612596 1.316283   
  24.241926 5.68529   
  5.570942 1.306514   
  5.55374 1.30248   
  5.337361 1.251734   
  5.590353 1.311067   
  5.625119 1.31922   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  1.935773 0.453983   
  23.3598 5.478411   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   
  0.133659 0.031346   










EE/sq ft/yr Historic Brick 
(Constant) 
EE/sq ft/yr Historic Brick 
(Actual) 
0.117897 0.02765   
0.118833 0.027869   
0.027513 0.006452   
0.118833 0.027869   
0.027309 0.006404   
0.027224 0.006385   
0.026164 0.006136   
0.027404 0.006427   
0.027574 0.006467   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.009489 0.002225   
0.114509 0.026855   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   
0.000655 0.000154   





UVA Hotel A Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
917 SF 51' - 4" 1' - 0" 917.01 CF 19691.01892 14821.57348 
566 SF 32' - 7 17/32" 1' - 0" 566.14 CF 12156.78707 9150.502246 
831 SF 51' - 11" 1' - 0" 831.08 CF 17845.90305 13432.74131 
571 SF 32' - 7 17/32" 1' - 0" 570.70 CF 12254.68331 9224.189458 
591 SF 32' - 7 17/32" 1' - 0" 590.53 CF 12680.52494 9544.723553 
503 SF 32' - 7 17/32" 1' - 0" 502.69 CF 10794.3667 8124.998502 
240 SF 32' - 7 17/32" 1' - 0" 239.57 CF 5144.196206 3872.073982 
192 SF 13' - 3 1/4" 1' - 0" 191.92 CF 4121.155765 3102.023985 
219 SF 13' - 3 1/4" 1' - 0" 219.20 CF 4706.892887 3542.912587 
112 SF 13' - 9 1/4" 1' - 0" 111.81 CF 2400.859376 1807.144353 
175 SF 8' - 6" 2' - 8" 465.85 CF 10003.16131 7529.452436 
247 SF 12' - 0" 2' - 8" 657.67 CF 14122.11009 10629.8152 
79 SF 3' - 10" 2' - 8" 210.09 CF 4511.229611 3395.635412 
249 SF 14' - 9 23/32" 1' - 0" 248.73 CF 5341.074318 4020.265573 
74 SF 4' - 1" 1' - 6" 110.31 CF 2368.773934 1782.993407 
109 SF 12' - 6" 1' - 0" 108.62 CF 2332.489877 1755.682133 
115 SF 13' - 1" 1' - 0" 115.45 CF 2479.147835 1866.072647 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
32 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 8" 13.52 CF 290.211671 218.44444 
82 SF 17' - 7 7/8" 1' - 0" 81.97 CF 1760.142113 1324.871799 
























  66358.73375 15562.65215   17.629844 
  40968.37244 9608.027359   10.884265 
  60140.69327 14104.37838   15.977867 
  41298.28276 9685.398931   10.971914 
  42733.36903 10021.95973   11.35318 
  36377.01579 8531.248427   9.664457 
  17335.94121 4065.677682   4.605723 
  13888.29493 3257.125184   3.68977 
  15862.22903 3720.058216   4.214195 
  8090.896097 1897.501571   2.149547 
  33710.65362 7905.925058   8.956072 
  47591.51099 11161.30596   12.643866 
  15202.84379 3565.417183   4.039013 
  17999.42045 4221.278852   4.781993 
  7982.768156 1872.143077   2.12082 
  7860.490884 1843.466239   2.088334 
  8354.728203 1959.376279   2.219641 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  978.01333 229.366662   0.259834 
  5931.678919 1391.115389   1.575898 



























4.134605   0.086421 0.020268   
2.552611   0.053354 0.012513   
3.747178   0.078323 0.018369   
2.573167   0.053784 0.012614   
2.662582   0.055653 0.013052   
2.266538   0.047375 0.01111   
1.080148   0.022577 0.005295   
0.865336   0.018087 0.004242   
0.988326   0.020658 0.004845   
0.504118   0.010537 0.002471   
2.100405   0.043902 0.010296   
2.965278   0.06198 0.014536   
0.947242   0.019799 0.004643   
1.121487   0.023441 0.005497   
0.497381   0.010396 0.002438   
0.489763   0.010237 0.002401   
0.520557   0.010881 0.002552   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.060937   0.001274 0.000299   
0.369584   0.007725 0.001812   










Independence Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 




1070 SF 34' - 5" 1' - 10" 1960.79 CF 42104.04573 31692.02213 
3306 SF 103' - 4 27/32" 1' - 10" 6061.40 CF 130156.831 97969.99544 
2307 SF 44' - 2" 1' - 10" 4229.13 CF 90812.30563 68355.08442 
2159 SF 43' - 3" 1' - 10" 3957.60 CF 84981.64525 63966.30385 
828 SF 42' - 4" 1' - 10" 1518.17 CF 32599.78259 24538.09399 
564 SF 42' - 4" 1' - 10" 1033.61 CF 22194.68925 16706.10438 
2120 SF 31' - 1" 3' - 2" 6712.73 CF 144142.7013 108497.262 
1776 SF 30' - 6 3/8" 3' - 2" 5624.78 CF 120781.2542 90912.93045 
1776 SF 30' - 6 3/8" 3' - 2" 5624.78 CF 120781.2542 90912.93045 
334 SF 37' - 10" 1' - 6" 500.84 CF 10754.64723 8095.101366 
334 SF 37' - 10" 1' - 6" 500.84 CF 10754.64723 8095.101366 
554 SF 27' - 5" 1' - 10" 1016.08 CF 21818.3816 16422.85488 
601 SF 45' - 11" 1' - 10" 1102.44 CF 23672.65818 17818.58238 
584 SF 45' - 11" 1' - 10" 1070.37 CF 22984.02159 17300.24059 
485 SF 27' - 5" 1' - 10" 888.71 CF 19083.31382 14364.14942 
314 SF 36' - 9 5/32" 1' - 6" 470.43 CF 10101.61175 7603.556797 
314 SF 36' - 9 5/32" 1' - 6" 470.43 CF 10101.61175 7603.556797 
557 SF 27' - 7" 1' - 10" 1021.87 CF 21942.70287 16516.4324 
557 SF 27' - 7" 1' - 10" 1021.87 CF 21942.70287 16516.4324 
535 SF 44' - 3 7/32" 1' - 10" 981.48 CF 21075.45242 15863.64666 
518 SF 44' - 3 7/32" 1' - 10" 949.41 CF 20386.81582 15345.30488 
2103 SF 32' - 8 3/32" 1' - 10" 3855.75 CF 82794.72101 62320.19004 
1115 SF 36' - 3 3/4" 1' - 10" 2043.61 CF 43882.6296 33030.77518 

























37765.51251 141890.6341 33276.62324 51437.00569 9.127735 
116745.062 438628.5204 102868.4952 159007.9419 28.216695 
81454.72021 306037.47 71772.83865 110942.1435 19.687197 
76224.8694 286388.1445 67164.61904 103819.0344 18.423168 
29240.59852 109861.2673 25764.99869 39825.98759 7.067306 
19907.6787 74796.10276 17541.4096 27114.45747 4.811586 
129289.7842 485760.9033 113922.1251 176093.979 31.248691 
108335.5741 407032.8266 95458.57697 147554.1353 26.184164 
108335.5741 407032.8266 95458.57697 147554.1353 26.184164 
9646.454574 36243.16116 8499.856434 13138.56759 2.3315 
9646.454574 36243.16116 8499.856434 13138.56759 2.3315 
19570.14698 73527.946 17243.99762 26654.73589 4.730006 
21233.35307 79776.85807 18709.51149 28920.03922 5.131995 
20615.67576 77456.15276 18165.25262 28078.75654 4.982705 
17116.90918 64310.76759 15082.35689 23313.40148 4.137071 
9060.70992 34042.43159 7983.734637 12340.77752 2.189928 
9060.70992 34042.43159 7983.734637 12340.77752 2.189928 
19681.65779 73946.90866 17342.25402 26806.61473 4.756958 
19681.65779 73946.90866 17342.25402 26806.61473 4.756958 
18903.77155 71024.27464 16656.829 25747.12589 4.568947 
18286.09424 68703.56932 16112.57012 24905.84321 4.419657 
74263.29271 279018.2098 65436.19954 101147.3473 17.949065 
39360.82551 147884.4618 34682.31394 53609.83795 9.513314 































2.140664 3.30891 0.034059 0.007988 0.012347 
6.617465 10.22888 0.105286 0.024692 0.038167 
4.617101 7.136838 0.07346 0.017228 0.02663 
4.320657 6.678613 0.068743 0.016122 0.02492 
1.657446 2.561981 0.026371 0.006185 0.00956 
1.128428 1.744256 0.017954 0.004211 0.006508 
7.328538 11.328014 0.1166 0.027345 0.042269 
6.14079 9.492064 0.097702 0.022913 0.035418 
6.14079 9.492064 0.097702 0.022913 0.035418 
0.54679 0.845196 0.0087 0.00204 0.003154 
0.54679 0.845196 0.0087 0.00204 0.003154 
1.109295 1.714682 0.017649 0.004139 0.006398 
1.203571 1.860408 0.019149 0.004491 0.006942 
1.168559 1.806289 0.018592 0.00436 0.00674 
0.970238 1.499736 0.015437 0.00362 0.005596 
0.513589 0.793874 0.008171 0.001916 0.002962 
0.513589 0.793874 0.008171 0.001916 0.002962 
1.115616 1.724453 0.01775 0.004163 0.006435 
1.115616 1.724453 0.01775 0.004163 0.006435 
1.071523 1.656296 0.017048 0.003998 0.00618 
1.036511 1.602177 0.016491 0.003868 0.005978 
4.209469 6.506745 0.066974 0.015707 0.024279 
2.231091 3.448687 0.035497 0.008325 0.012868 













Monticello Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 1 




762 SF 28' - 7 19/32" 1' - 1" 818.61 CF 16372.20695 13231.13541 
756 SF 28' - 5 3/16" 1' - 1" 812.30 CF 16246.04408 13129.17737 
223 SF 7' - 2 5/8" 1' - 1" 227.21 CF 4544.229115 3672.401095 
144 SF 6' - 4 5/8" 1' - 1" 141.63 CF 2832.557746 2289.120532 
166 SF 7' - 0 11/16" 1' - 1" 179.41 CF 3588.285028 2899.858597 
210 SF 6' - 9 3/8" 1' - 1" 213.49 CF 4269.816024 3450.635222 
156 SF 6' - 9 3/8" 1' - 1" 154.81 CF 3096.261336 2502.231563 
174 SF 7' - 0 11/16" 1' - 1" 188.62 CF 3772.358822 3048.617118 
323 SF 12' - 0 3/32" 1' - 1" 343.19 CF 6863.729036 5546.895939 
194 SF 8' - 0" 1' - 1" 203.63 CF 4072.557509 3291.22152 
180 SF 6' - 7 3/8" 1' - 1" 180.40 CF 3607.917657 2915.72463 
179 SF 7' - 6 11/16" 1' - 1" 186.45 CF 3728.985484 3013.565124 
369 SF 13' - 10 3/8" 1' - 1" 389.60 CF 7792.028599 6297.097624 
216 SF 6' - 11 11/16" 1' - 1" 210.11 CF 4202.168816 3395.966394 
166 SF 7' - 1 3/8" 1' - 1" 165.31 CF 3306.119554 2671.827666 
174 SF 6' - 4 7/8" 1' - 1" 173.84 CF 3476.756271 2809.727066 
179 SF 7' - 6 13/16" 1' - 1" 186.77 CF 3735.350502 3018.708988 
535 SF 25' - 1 7/32" 1' - 10" 981.23 CF 19624.64258 15859.57861 
647 SF 26' - 10 23/32" 1' - 10" 1186.41 CF 23728.27263 19175.91129 
436 SF 15' - 6 1/2" 1' - 1" 472.18 CF 9443.619792 7631.824626 
436 SF 15' - 6 1/2" 1' - 1" 472.18 CF 9443.619792 7631.824626 
502 SF 19' - 2 15/32" 1' - 6" 752.64 CF 15052.73496 12164.80925 
521 SF 20' - 9 1/2" 1' - 6" 781.91 CF 15638.20964 12637.95833 
584 SF 19' - 11 11/32" 1' - 6" 875.81 CF 17516.29524 14155.72591 
574 SF 21' - 4 13/16" 1' - 6" 860.35 CF 17206.93665 13905.71896 
538 SF 19' - 11 15/32" 2' - 3" 1210.24 CF 24204.72859 19560.95733 
429 SF 11' - 0 13/16" 2' - 3" 879.64 CF 17592.80454 14217.55661 
418 SF 10' - 8 13/16" 2' - 3" 854.48 CF 17089.55251 13810.85543 
422 SF 10' - 10 25/32" 2' - 3" 864.09 CF 17281.78141 13966.20447 
185 SF 8' - 2 3/8" 2' - 3" 386.76 CF 7735.292518 6251.24658 
528 SF 20' - 0 1/2" 1' - 6" 764.57 CF 15291.39974 12357.68526 
214 SF 8' - 1 15/32" 3' - 6" 749.67 CF 14993.49829 12116.93736 
115 SF 3' - 11 5/16" 3' - 6" 401.10 CF 8021.978413 6482.930672 
676 SF 24' - 9" 1' - 1" 732.30 CF 14646.06011 11836.15655 
 123 
506 SF 21' - 4 13/16" 3' - 6" 1772.41 CF 35448.21855 28647.34003 
590 SF 20' - 6 11/32" 5' - 0" 2952.38 CF 59047.69854 47719.16805 
676 SF 27' - 3" 1' - 1" 732.30 CF 14646.06011 11836.15655 
248 SF 9' - 6 3/16" 1' - 0" 240.05 CF 4800.928923 3879.852047 
489 SF 23' - 7 9/16" 1' - 0" 488.58 CF 9771.545586 7896.836581 
248 SF 9' - 6 3/16" 1' - 0" 240.05 CF 4800.928923 3879.852047 
437 SF 22' - 4 1/16" 1' - 0" 436.50 CF 8730.083414 7055.182976 
249 SF 9' - 6 29/32" 1' - 0" 241.76 CF 4835.173269 3907.526482 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
53 SF 1' - 10" 1' - 0" 28.27 CF 565.424978 456.945998 
31 SF 1' - 0 5/8" 2' - 3" 68.74 CF 1374.843659 1111.074559 
173 SF 7' - 0 5/16" 2' - 3" 359.24 CF 7184.849314 5806.408044 
184 SF 8' - 7 1/2" 1' - 0" 183.89 CF 3677.748944 2972.158513 
156 SF 13' - 8 19/32" 2' - 3" 326.28 CF 6525.58778 5273.628398 
154 SF 13' - 6 23/32" 2' - 3" 322.19 CF 6443.850305 5207.572576 
121 SF 10' - 8 1/2" 2' - 3" 246.64 CF 4932.821696 3986.440679 
123 SF 10' - 10 29/32" 2' - 3" 251.94 CF 5038.880304 4072.151531 
139 SF 10' - 10 3/16" 2' - 3" 287.49 CF 5749.798097 4646.676981 
148 SF 9' - 1 5/32" 1' - 0" 118.29 CF 2365.811894 1911.921685 
























  55174.33742 13892.69218   4.54746 
  54749.16855 13785.63624   4.512418 
  15314.05212 3856.02115   1.262182 
  9545.719605 2403.576559   0.786757 
  12092.52055 3044.851527   0.996664 
  14389.28 3623.166983   1.185962 
  10434.4007 2627.343141   0.860002 
  12712.84923 3201.047974   1.047791 
  23130.76685 5824.240736   1.906434 
  13724.5188 3455.782596   1.131173 
  12158.68251 3061.510862   1.002117 
  12566.68108 3164.24338   1.035744 
  26259.13638 6611.952505   2.164274 
  14161.30891 3565.764714   1.167173 
  11141.6229 2805.419049   0.918291 
  11716.66863 2950.213419   0.965686 
  12588.13119 3169.644438   1.037512 
  66135.04548 16652.55754   5.45084 
  79964.27876 20134.70685   6.590644 
  31824.9987 8013.415857   2.623012 
  31824.9987 8013.415857   2.623012 
  50727.71682 12773.04971   4.180971 
  52700.76647 13269.85625   4.343589 
  59029.91496 14863.5122   4.865237 
  57987.3765 14601.00491   4.779311 
  81569.93536 20539.00519   6.722982 
  59287.75131 14928.43444   4.886487 
  57591.79196 14501.3982   4.746707 
  58239.60334 14664.51469   4.800099 
  26067.93579 6563.808909   2.148515 
  51532.01712 12975.56952   4.247261 
  50528.08925 12722.78423   4.164517 
  27034.06725 6807.077205   2.228144 
  49357.22258 12427.96438   4.068015 
  119460.4965 30079.70703   9.845916 
 125 
  198990.7441 50105.12645   16.400787 
  49357.22258 12427.96438   4.068015 
  16179.13047 4073.844649   1.333481 
  32930.10862 8291.67841   2.714095 
  16179.13047 4073.844649   1.333481 
  29420.38111 7407.942125   2.424823 
  16294.53392 4102.902806   1.342993 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  1905.482175 479.793298   0.15705 
  4633.223132 1166.628287   0.38187 
  24212.94219 6096.728446   1.995627 
  12394.01394 3120.766439   1.021513 
  21991.23082 5537.309818   1.812514 
  21715.77553 5467.951204   1.789811 
  16623.60912 4185.762713   1.370115 
  16981.02663 4275.759108   1.399574 
  19376.81959 4879.01083   1.597034 
  7972.786081 2007.51777   0.657116 






























1.145034   0.018045 0.004544   
1.13621   0.017906 0.004509   
0.317813   0.005009 0.001261   
0.198102   0.003122 0.000786   
0.250956   0.003955 0.000996   
0.298621   0.004706 0.001185   
0.216545   0.003413 0.000859   
0.26383   0.004158 0.001047   
0.480033   0.007565 0.001905   
0.284825   0.004489 0.00113   
0.252329   0.003977 0.001001   
0.260796   0.00411 0.001035   
0.544956   0.008588 0.002163   
0.29389   0.004632 0.001166   
0.231222   0.003644 0.000918   
0.243156   0.003832 0.000965   
0.261242   0.004117 0.001037   
1.372501   0.02163 0.005446   
1.659499   0.026153 0.006585   
0.660465   0.010409 0.002621   
0.660465   0.010409 0.002621   
1.052753   0.016591 0.004178   
1.0937   0.017236 0.00434   
1.225048   0.019306 0.004861   
1.203413   0.018966 0.004775   
1.692822   0.026678 0.006718   
1.230399   0.019391 0.004883   
1.195203   0.018836 0.004743   
1.208647   0.019048 0.004796   
0.540988   0.008526 0.002147   
1.069444   0.016854 0.004244   
1.04861   0.016526 0.004161   
0.561038   0.008842 0.002226   
1.024311   0.016143 0.004065   
 127 
2.479165   0.039071 0.009838   
4.129657   0.065082 0.016388   
1.024311   0.016143 0.004065   
0.335766   0.005292 0.001332   
0.683399   0.01077 0.002712   
0.335766   0.005292 0.001332   
0.610561   0.009622 0.002423   
0.338161   0.005329 0.001342   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.039544   0.000623 0.000157   
0.096153   0.001515 0.000382   
0.502491   0.007919 0.001994   
0.257213   0.004054 0.001021   
0.456384   0.007193 0.001811   
0.450668   0.007102 0.001788   
0.34499   0.005437 0.001369   
0.352407   0.005554 0.001398   
0.402127   0.006337 0.001596   
0.165459   0.002608 0.000657   












Ainsley Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
1188 
SF 46' - 11" 1' - 6" 1782.69 CF 38279.84424 28813.5178 
1257 
SF 42' - 6" 1' - 6" 1885.45 CF 40486.45968 30474.45332 
1330 
SF 46' - 11" 1' - 6" 1994.62 CF 42830.67151 32238.95866 
1204 
SF 42' - 6" 1' - 6" 1806.19 CF 38784.38484 29193.28919 
569 SF 
17' - 10 
23/32" 0' - 10" 468.28 CF 10055.39077 7568.76593 
149 SF 18' - 0 5/8" 0' - 10" 122.68 CF 2634.4031 1982.934417 
28 SF 2' - 7 11/32" 0' - 10" 20.84 CF 447.587247 336.902183 
150 SF 18' - 5 21/32" 0' - 10" 123.86 CF 2659.743053 2002.007984 
615 SF 
17' - 11 
17/32" 0' - 10" 503.26 CF 10806.60901 8134.213379 
19 SF 2' - 3 3/8" 0' - 10" 14.01 CF 300.801378 226.41539 
658 SF 22' - 2 11/16" 0' - 10" 548.17 CF 11770.9359 8860.069252 
429 SF 14' - 3 11/16" 0' - 10" 357.72 CF 7681.394514 5781.841644 
51 SF 8' - 7" 2' - 10" 145.45 CF 3123.24005 2350.885552 
114 SF 22' - 4" 2' - 10" 322.42 CF 6923.319648 5211.233166 
24 SF 8' - 7" 2' - 10" 68.60 CF 1473.05221 1108.777136 
225 SF 45' - 8 1/2" 1' - 5 1/2" 328.50 CF 7053.868447 5309.498199 
38 SF 9' - 3 21/32" 1' - 5 1/2" 54.95 CF 1179.974759 888.175603 
38 SF 9' - 3 21/32" 1' - 5 1/2" 54.95 CF 1179.974759 888.175603 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
100 SF 3' - 7 31/32" 0' - 6" 41.00 CF 880.492216 662.752909 
528 SF 17' - 4 1/8" 0' - 10" 439.93 CF 9446.5937 7110.519939 
9410 
SF 
443' - 1 
7/16" 
30' - 4 
1/2" 
11370.63 
















 129003.0751 30254.19369  21.99166 
 136439.3691 31998.17599  23.259354 
 144339.363 33850.90659  24.606097 
 130703.3769 30652.95365  22.281517 
 33886.66689 7947.204226  5.776793 
 8877.938447 2082.081138  1.513457 
 1508.369021 353.747292  0.257138 
 8963.33409 2102.108384  1.528015 
 36418.27238 8540.924048  6.208366 
 1013.700643 237.736159  0.17281 
 39668.05397 9303.072715  6.762369 
 25886.29951 6070.933726  4.412939 
 10525.31897 2468.42983  1.794292 
 23331.58721 5471.794825  3.977427 
 4964.185948 1164.215993  0.846264 
 23771.53667 5574.973109  4.052427 
 3976.514938 932.584383  0.677892 
 3976.514938 932.584383  0.677892 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 2967.258767 695.890555  0.50584 
 31835.02077 7466.045935  5.427041 


























5.157551   0.111633 0.02618   
5.454854   0.118068 0.02769   
5.770697   0.124904 0.029293   
5.225529   0.113104 0.026526   
1.354791   0.029324 0.006877   
0.354941   0.007683 0.001802   
0.060305   0.001305 0.000306   
0.358355   0.007756 0.001819   
1.456005   0.031515 0.007391   
0.040528   0.000877 0.000206   
1.585931   0.034327 0.00805   
1.034936   0.022401 0.005253   
0.420803   0.009108 0.002136   
0.932798   0.02019 0.004735   
0.198468   0.004296 0.001007   
0.950388   0.020571 0.004824   
0.158981   0.003441 0.000807   
0.158981   0.003441 0.000807   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
0.118631   0.002568 0.000602   
1.272766   0.027548 0.006461   









Pompion Hill Chapel Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
527 SF 46' - 4" 2' - 0" 1054.75 CF 22648.60437 17047.7696 
669 SF 33' - 1" 2' - 0" 1338.57 CF 28743.25726 21635.25927 
825 SF 33' - 1" 2' - 0" 1650.36 CF 35438.29387 26674.66212 
527 SF 46' - 4" 2' - 0" 1054.75 CF 22648.60437 17047.7696 
170 SF 15' - 11 15/32" 0' - 10" 141.26 CF 3033.339061 2283.216423 
167 SF 15' - 11 15/32" 0' - 10" 139.50 CF 2995.469198 2254.711501 
206 SF 15' - 3" 0' - 10" 171.99 CF 3693.2405 2779.929046 
96 SF 4' - 10" 3' - 0" 286.85 CF 6159.634242 4636.401595 
95 SF 4' - 10" 3' - 0" 285.35 CF 6127.424665 4612.157211 
214 SF 13' - 1 23/32" 1' - 0" 214.29 CF 4601.564239 3463.630946 
3498 SF 228' - 9 21/32" 17' - 6" 6337.68 CF 136089.4318 102435.5073 
 
 












26783.78632 76325.79671 17900.15808 48076.89644 46.682444 
33991.20088 96864.77698 22717.02223 61014.20559 59.244512 
41908.6172 119427.0503 28008.39523 75225.96788 73.044067 
26783.78632 76325.79671 17900.15808 48076.89644 46.682444 
3587.166077 10222.35264 2397.377244 6438.963107 6.252203 
3542.381934 10094.7312 2367.447076 6358.575571 6.174148 
4367.552313 12446.22048 2918.925498 7839.756401 7.612367 
7284.2602 20757.9674 4868.221674 13075.24706 12.696005 
7246.169799 20649.42112 4842.765072 13006.87479 12.629615 
5441.717791 15507.27149 3636.812493 9767.883434 9.48457 



























10.948109 29.40483 0.18094 0.042435 0.113972 
13.894203 37.317557 0.22963 0.053854 0.144642 
17.130517 46.009766 0.283117 0.066397 0.178332 
10.948109 29.40483 0.18094 0.042435 0.113972 
1.466286 3.938204 0.024233 0.005683 0.015264 
1.44798 3.889037 0.023931 0.005612 0.015074 
1.785276 4.794958 0.029505 0.00692 0.018585 
2.977506 7.997093 0.049209 0.011541 0.030996 
2.961936 7.955275 0.048952 0.01148 0.030834 
2.22435 5.974241 0.036762 0.008622 0.023156 




























Drayton Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 




1459 SF 50' - 4" 2' - 4" 3404.15 CF 73097.49915 55021.02045 
442 SF 18' - 6" 2' - 4" 1031.35 CF 22146.22703 16669.62652 
1993 SF 68' - 5" 2' - 4" 4650.03 CF 99850.42553 75158.14315 
1385 SF 50' - 6" 2' - 4" 3230.75 CF 69374.04191 52218.34705 
439 SF 18' - 4 15/16" 2' - 4" 1023.86 CF 21985.47513 16548.6274 
797 SF 25' - 9 27/32" 2' - 4" 1859.16 CF 39921.80052 30049.43026 
1034 SF 32' - 7 9/16" 2' - 4" 2413.67 CF 51828.88996 39011.98328 
119 SF 31' - 8 5/32" 2' - 4" 277.02 CF 5948.45655 4477.446607 
818 SF 31' - 6 23/32" 2' - 4" 1908.88 CF 40989.39784 30853.01855 
134 SF 18' - 7" 1' - 2" 156.23 CF 3354.779788 2525.167201 
136 SF 5' - 6" 1' - 2" 158.76 CF 3409.145134 2566.088393 
38 SF 6' - 5 31/32" 1' - 2" 44.16 CF 948.195187 713.713429 
255 SF 15' - 6 11/16" 2' - 0" 510.81 CF 10968.55191 8256.108974 
133 SF 18' - 1 27/32" 1' - 2" 155.35 CF 3335.735419 2510.832366 
233 SF 8' - 10" 2' - 0" 465.33 CF 9992.126548 7521.14649 
223 SF 31' - 6 1/16" 1' - 8" 372.23 CF 7992.859896 6016.283907 
39 SF 6' - 4 15/16" 0' - 10" 32.10 CF 689.362522 518.888195 
222 SF 5' - 10" 1' - 8" 369.79 CF 7940.555436 5976.913959 
124 SF 2' - 11" 1' - 8" 207.08 CF 4446.711044 3347.071817 
89 SF 3' - 1" 1' - 8" 147.92 CF 3176.222175 2390.765584 
137 SF 3' - 3 5/32" 1' - 8" 227.60 CF 4887.253841 3678.671591 
89 SF 3' - 1" 1' - 8" 147.92 CF 3176.222175 2390.765584 
95 SF 3' - 3 5/32" 1' - 8" 158.57 CF 3405.016826 2562.980986 
130 SF 3' - 1" 1' - 8" 216.94 CF 4658.459189 3506.45619 
312 SF 7' - 10" 2' - 0" 623.19 CF 13381.88629 10072.64336 
229 SF 30' - 2" 8' - 3" 1888.45 CF 40550.73903 30522.83686 
44 SF 11' - 0" 5' - 9" 253.00 CF 5432.681984 4089.219331 
42 SF 10' - 6" 5' - 9" 241.50 CF 5185.741894 3903.345725 
104 SF 17' - 0 1/4" 1' - 6" 155.32 CF 3335.125555 2510.373316 
411 SF 11' - 7" 4' - 6" 1850.44 CF 39734.5394 29908.47745 
82 SF 5' - 3 5/32" 1' - 9" 144.19 CF 3096.094737 2330.453077 
38 SF 6' - 6" 1' - 2" 44.19 CF 948.840455 714.199127 
139 SF 5' - 7" 1' - 2" 162.22 CF 3483.256985 2621.872924 
68 SF 4' - 11 7/8" 1' - 2" 78.96 CF 1695.580062 1276.275473 
 134 
31 SF 3' - 7" 2' - 0" 62.25 CF 1336.772004 1006.198032 
40 SF 4' - 7" 2' - 0" 79.09 CF 1698.235034 1278.27389 























































  246338.5721 57772.07147   
  74632.78507 17503.10784   
  336495.934 78916.05031   
  233790.5213 54829.2644   
  74091.0512 17376.05876   
  134536.4677 31551.90177   
  174663.3591 40962.58244   
  20046.29858 4701.318937   
  138134.2707 32395.66947   
  11305.60789 2651.425561   
  11488.8191 2694.392813   
  3195.417781 749.399101   
  36964.01992 8668.914423   
  11241.42836 2636.373984   
  33673.46647 7897.203814   
  26935.93785 6317.098103   
  2323.151698 544.832605   
  26759.67182 6275.759657   
  14985.41622 3514.425408   
  10703.86873 2510.303863   
  16470.04544 3862.605171   
  10703.86873 2510.303863   
  11474.9067 2691.130035   
  15699.00747 3681.778999   
  45096.95679 10576.27552   
  136655.9905 32048.97871   
  18308.13829 4293.680297   
  17475.95018 4098.513011   
  11239.37312 2635.891982   
  133905.3978 31403.90133   
  10433.83926 2446.975731   
  3197.592334 749.909084   
  11738.57604 2752.96657   
  5714.10481 1340.089246   
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  4504.921653 1056.507933   
  5723.052066 1342.187584   










































Drayton Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 
Embodied Energy/sq ft 
Modern Brick 
Embodied Energy/sq ft 
Historic Brick (Constant) 
Embodied Energy/sq ft 
Historic Brick (Actual) 
26.729446 6.268671   
8.098175 1.899209   
36.512146 8.562939   
25.367895 5.949356   
8.039394 1.885423   
14.598141 3.4236   
18.952187 4.444725   
2.175163 0.510126   
14.988528 3.515155   
1.226737 0.287698   
1.246617 0.29236   
0.346725 0.081315   
4.010853 0.940637   
1.219773 0.286065   
3.653805 0.856901   
2.922736 0.685449   
0.252078 0.059118   
2.90361 0.680964   
1.626022 0.38134   
1.161444 0.272385   
1.787114 0.419119   
1.161444 0.272385   
1.245107 0.292006   
1.703451 0.399499   
4.893333 1.147599   
14.828124 3.477537   
1.98656 0.465894   
1.896262 0.444717   
1.21955 0.286013   
14.529666 3.407541   
1.132144 0.265514   
0.346961 0.08137   
1.273717 0.298716   
0.62002 0.145409   
0.488815 0.114638   
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0.620991 0.145637   











































Drayton Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 
Embodied Energy/sq 
ft/yr Modern Brick 
Embodied Energy/sq ft/yr 
Historic Brick (Constant) 
Embodied Energy/sq 
ft/yr Historic Brick 
(Actual) 
0.094785 0.022229   
0.028717 0.006735   
0.129476 0.030365   
0.089957 0.021097   
0.028508 0.006686   
0.051766 0.01214   
0.067206 0.015761   
0.007713 0.001809   
0.053151 0.012465   
0.00435 0.00102   
0.004421 0.001037   
0.00123 0.000288   
0.014223 0.003336   
0.004325 0.001014   
0.012957 0.003039   
0.010364 0.002431   
0.000894 0.00021   
0.010296 0.002415   
0.005766 0.001352   
0.004119 0.000966   
0.006337 0.001486   
0.004119 0.000966   
0.004415 0.001035   
0.006041 0.001417   
0.017352 0.00407   
0.052582 0.012332   
0.007045 0.001652   
0.006724 0.001577   
0.004325 0.001014   
0.051524 0.012083   
0.004015 0.000942   
0.00123 0.000289   
0.004517 0.001059   
0.002199 0.000516   
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0.001733 0.000407   
0.002202 0.000516   










































WmBlacklockHouse Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 2 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
1467 SF 48' - 11" 1' - 10" 2690.27 CF 57768.37103 43482.67397 
1290 SF 42' - 8" 1' - 10" 2364.13 CF 50765.15236 38211.30023 
1317 SF 48' - 11" 1' - 10" 2414.67 CF 51850.37667 39028.15648 
1156 SF 42' - 8" 1' - 10" 2119.48 CF 45511.72468 34257.00693 
223 SF 42' - 8" 1' - 6" 334.99 CF 7193.248515 5414.410592 
241 SF 42' - 8" 1' - 6" 361.99 CF 7773.0209 5850.809493 
99 SF 16' - 10 5/8" 1' - 6" 115.96 CF 2490.082876 1874.303532 
28 SF 11' - 7" 1' - 0" 27.81 CF 597.13964 449.47136 
162 SF 47' - 1" 1' - 0" 161.61 CF 3470.188961 2612.036527 
28 SF 11' - 7" 1' - 0" 27.81 CF 597.13964 449.47136 
69 SF 11' - 7" 2' - 8" 184.13 CF 3953.824987 2976.072889 
51 SF 11' - 7" 2' - 8" 136.13 CF 2923.118523 2200.25262 
6131 SF 378' - 9 5/8" 20' - 2" 10938.99 CF 234893.3888 176805.966 
 
 












29891.92265 194679.4104 45656.80767 23661.2503 31.94608 
26268.14606 171078.5634 40121.86524 20792.81369 28.073279 
26829.68935 174735.7694 40979.5643 21237.3089 28.673411 
23549.7891 153374.5122 35969.85727 18641.07106 25.168118 
3722.106481 24241.2475 5685.131122 2946.270606 3.977888 
4022.106481 26195.08043 6143.349968 3183.738606 4.298504 
1288.47955 8391.579291 1968.018709 1019.908873 1.377023 
308.986589 2012.360586 471.944928 244.581425 0.33022 
1795.629999 11694.5368 2742.638353 1421.348882 1.919025 
308.986589 2012.360586 471.944928 244.581425 0.33022 
2045.884774 13324.39021 3124.876533 1619.440551 2.186477 
1512.55144 9850.909423 2310.265252 1197.275218 1.616493 




















7.492092 3.882713 0.145209 0.034055 0.017649 
6.583831 3.412014 0.127606 0.029927 0.015509 
6.724576 3.484954 0.130334 0.030566 0.015841 
5.902504 3.058922 0.114401 0.02683 0.013904 
0.932906 0.483471 0.018081 0.00424 0.002198 
1.008098 0.522438 0.019539 0.004582 0.002375 
0.322944 0.167363 0.006259 0.001468 0.000761 
0.077444 0.040135 0.001501 0.000352 0.000182 
0.450056 0.233237 0.008723 0.002046 0.00106 
0.077444 0.040135 0.001501 0.000352 0.000182 
0.512779 0.265743 0.009939 0.002331 0.001208 
0.379105 0.196468 0.007348 0.001723 0.000893 


























Fenwick Hall Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 3 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
1037 SF 43' - 7" 2' - 0" 2074.43 CF 44544.32554 33528.83854 
943 SF 36' - 6" 2' - 0" 1886.41 CF 40506.92833 30489.86023 
1026 SF 43' - 7" 2' - 0" 2051.30 CF 44047.72517 33155.04382 
166 SF 6' - 6 1/8" 2' - 0" 275.62 CF 5918.478564 4454.881958 
172 SF 6' - 7 19/32" 2' - 0" 296.18 CF 6359.926525 4787.163056 
168 SF 6' - 6 1/32" 2' - 0" 288.65 CF 6198.261788 4665.47683 
111 SF 2' - 5 27/32" 2' - 0" 201.77 CF 4332.540747 3261.135002 
63 SF 2' - 2" 2' - 0" 125.40 CF 2692.631165 2026.763105 
979 SF 40' - 2" 2' - 0" 1957.61 CF 42035.79066 31640.64605 
901 SF 38' - 9" 2' - 0" 1737.77 CF 37315.32001 28087.51338 
109 SF 2' - 5 11/32" 2' - 0" 199.47 CF 4283.129218 3223.942584 
87 SF 3' - 11 7/8" 2' - 0" 173.03 CF 3715.512643 2796.69345 
119 SF 20' - 9" 0' - 10" 99.16 CF 2129.210308 1602.67212 
106 SF 14' - 9 7/16" 1' - 3" 132.09 CF 2836.453099 2135.018924 
89 SF 16' - 3 1/32" 1' - 3" 110.94 CF 2382.267886 1793.150404 
216 SF 36' - 6" 1' - 3" 269.97 CF 5797.122013 4363.535997 
119 SF 17' - 9 31/32" 1' - 3" 148.56 CF 3189.986246 2401.125901 
359 SF 20' - 3 1/2" 1' - 3" 448.70 CF 9634.954045 7252.300143 
373 SF 20' - 3 1/2" 1' - 3" 465.98 CF 10005.95897 7531.558253 
397 SF 13' - 9 5/8" 1' - 3" 496.30 CF 10657.03618 8021.628814 
89 SF 4' - 0 29/32" 2' - 0" 178.06 CF 3823.409384 2877.908114 
106 SF 3' - 4" 2' - 0" 192.92 CF 4142.509484 3118.097085 
96 SF 2' - 11 3/4" 2' - 0" 172.42 CF 3702.308082 2786.754281 
181 SF 6' - 11 13/32" 2' - 0" 314.68 CF 6757.241441 5086.224889 
173 SF 6' - 7 25/32" 2' - 0" 297.17 CF 6381.049405 4803.062401 
162 SF 6' - 4 19/32" 2' - 0" 268.28 CF 5760.883494 4336.259 
























25930.3655 150114.3771 35205.28046 23701.13198 19.983277 
23580.09565 136508.3485 32014.35324 21552.91483 18.172038 
25641.28202 148440.8338 34812.79601 23436.901 19.760494 
3445.294334 19945.27276 4677.626056 3149.10238 2.655122 
3702.272228 21432.95239 5026.521209 3383.987885 2.853162 
3608.163143 20888.14223 4898.750671 3297.969358 2.780637 
2522.080282 14600.66232 3424.191752 2305.257041 1.943645 
1567.447917 9074.167025 2128.101261 1432.694419 1.207956 
24470.08464 141660.6145 33222.67835 22366.39146 18.857909 
21722.18066 125752.6284 29491.88905 19854.72479 16.740233 
2493.316596 14434.14546 3385.139713 2278.966168 1.921478 
2162.892797 12521.27761 2936.528123 1976.948903 1.666837 
1239.466551 7175.438738 1682.805726 1132.909611 0.955197 
1651.17026 9558.846944 2241.76987 1509.219153 1.272477 
1386.777693 8028.242777 1882.807924 1267.556415 1.068722 
3374.649652 19536.30118 4581.712797 3084.531021 2.600679 
1856.970744 10750.25365 2521.182196 1697.326969 1.431077 
5608.747623 32469.79513 7614.91515 5126.56359 4.32239 
5824.718864 33720.08172 7908.136165 5323.967783 4.488829 
6203.727184 35914.21191 8422.710255 5670.392758 4.780912 
2225.702187 12884.88962 3021.803519 2034.35857 1.715241 
2411.458333 13960.25696 3274.00194 2204.14526 1.858394 
2155.206092 12476.77824 2926.091995 1969.923025 1.660913 
3933.559174 22771.90366 5340.536133 3595.391091 3.031404 
3714.568385 21504.13649 5043.215521 3395.226941 2.862638 
3353.554304 19414.17738 4553.07195 3065.249241 2.584422 



























4.686539 3.155103 0.068908 0.01616 0.01088 
4.261762 2.869131 0.062662 0.014696 0.009894 
4.634291 3.119928 0.06814 0.01598 0.010758 
0.622687 0.41921 0.009156 0.002147 0.001446 
0.669132 0.450478 0.009838 0.002307 0.001553 
0.652123 0.439027 0.009588 0.002249 0.001514 
0.45583 0.306877 0.006702 0.001572 0.001058 
0.283294 0.190721 0.004165 0.000977 0.000658 
4.422614 2.977422 0.065027 0.01525 0.010267 
3.92597 2.643068 0.057725 0.013538 0.009114 
0.450631 0.303377 0.006626 0.001554 0.001046 
0.390912 0.263172 0.005748 0.001348 0.000907 
0.224016 0.150813 0.003294 0.000772 0.00052 
0.298425 0.200908 0.004388 0.001029 0.000693 
0.25064 0.168738 0.003685 0.000864 0.000582 
0.609919 0.410614 0.008968 0.002103 0.001416 
0.335621 0.225949 0.004935 0.001157 0.000779 
1.0137 0.68245 0.014905 0.003496 0.002353 
1.052734 0.708728 0.015479 0.00363 0.002444 
1.121234 0.754845 0.016486 0.003866 0.002603 
0.402264 0.270815 0.005915 0.001387 0.000934 
0.435836 0.293417 0.006408 0.001503 0.001012 
0.389522 0.262237 0.005727 0.001343 0.000904 
0.710934 0.47862 0.010453 0.002451 0.00165 
0.671355 0.451974 0.009871 0.002315 0.001559 
0.606106 0.408047 0.008912 0.00209 0.001407 










South Caroliniana Lib Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 3 




864 SF 20' - 4" 1' - 6" 1295.51 CF 27818.61554 20939.2747 
2290 SF 60' - 1" 1' - 6" 3435.68 CF 73774.57883 55530.66327 
834 SF 20' - 9" 1' - 6" 1250.51 CF 26852.32823 20211.9432 
1080 SF 23' - 7" 1' - 6" 1620.00 CF 34786.34314 26183.93406 
871 SF 20' - 6" 1' - 6" 1306.76 CF 28060.18737 21121.10758 
2178 SF 60' - 6" 1' - 6" 3267.34 CF 70159.84003 52809.82302 
841 SF 20' - 11" 1' - 6" 1261.76 CF 27093.90006 20393.77608 
1092 SF 23' - 10 7/32" 1' - 6" 1638.11 CF 35175.12331 26476.57172 
199 SF 4' - 5" 1' - 6" 298.13 CF 6401.653425 4818.571198 
199 SF 4' - 5" 1' - 6" 298.13 CF 6401.653425 4818.571198 
1243 SF 27' - 5 7/8" 1' - 6" 1713.56 CF 36795.4341 27696.19146 
140 SF 20' - 4" 0' - 6" 69.87 CF 1500.334515 1129.312726 
216 SF 33' - 0" 0' - 6" 107.94 CF 2317.714275 1744.56043 
112 SF 14' - 3" 0' - 6" 56.13 CF 1205.357617 907.281465 
140 SF 20' - 9" 0' - 6" 69.87 CF 1500.334515 1129.312726 
112 SF 14' - 3" 0' - 6" 56.13 CF 1205.357617 907.281465 
44 SF 8' - 5" 0' - 6" 22.15 CF 475.623951 358.005615 
34 SF 4' - 6" 0' - 6" 16.95 CF 363.881545 273.896291 
32 SF 6' - 6" 0' - 6" 16.15 CF 346.749237 261.000679 
130 SF 19' - 0" 0' - 6" 65.13 CF 1398.579256 1052.720801 
261 SF 35' - 2 11/32" 0' - 6" 130.47 CF 2801.671194 2108.83833 
110 SF 14' - 5 11/32" 0' - 6" 55.20 CF 1185.3144 892.194789 
121 SF 17' - 2" 0' - 6" 60.54 CF 1300.028004 978.540555 
1371 SF 37' - 10 17/32" 2' - 4" 3198.79 CF 68687.861 51701.85367 
1369 SF 37' - 10 1/16" 2' - 4" 3194.72 CF 68600.41236 51636.03045 
1430 SF 36' - 6" 2' - 4" 3337.25 CF 71660.94052 53939.7123 
1437 SF 36' - 7 25/32" 2' - 4" 3352.84 CF 71995.61736 54191.626 
3532 SF 92' - 4 19/32" 2' - 4" 8240.46 CF 176947.8397 133189.9288 
27 SF 3' - 5" 2' - 4" 62.61 CF 1344.340152 1011.894632 
19 SF 2' - 3" 1' - 6" 28.60 CF 614.050107 462.199992 
19 SF 2' - 3" 1' - 6" 28.60 CF 614.050107 462.199992 
20 SF 2' - 5" 1' - 6" 30.71 CF 659.5353 496.437028 
20 SF 2' - 4" 1' - 6" 29.66 CF 636.792703 479.31851 
20 SF 2' - 4" 1' - 6" 29.66 CF 636.792703 479.31851 
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20 SF 2' - 4" 1' - 6" 29.66 CF 636.792703 479.31851 
20 SF 2' - 8" 1' - 6" 30.71 CF 659.5353 496.437028 
20 SF 2' - 5" 1' - 6" 30.71 CF 659.5353 496.437028 
21 SF 2' - 6" 1' - 6" 31.77 CF 682.277897 513.555546 
20 SF 2' - 8" 1' - 6" 30.71 CF 659.5353 496.437028 
20 SF 2' - 4" 1' - 6" 29.66 CF 636.792703 479.31851 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
254 SF 5' - 2 27/32" 1' - 6" 263.11 CF 5649.787284 4252.636073 
71 SF 10' - 10" 0' - 6" 35.57 CF 763.696841 574.840179 
252 SF 34' - 0" 1' - 6" 378.36 CF 8124.476105 6115.352387 
252 SF 34' - 0" 1' - 6" 378.36 CF 8124.476105 6115.352387 







































  93748.73438 21986.23844   5.888 
  248620.3307 58307.19643   15.614893 
  90492.34615 21222.54036   5.683479 
  117229.9764 27493.13076   7.362767 
  94562.83144 22177.16296   5.93913 
  236438.6609 55450.31417   14.849809 
  91306.44321 21413.46488   5.734609 
  118540.1656 27800.40031   7.445055 
  21573.57204 5059.499758   1.354954 
  21573.57204 5059.499758   1.354954 
  124000.6129 29081.00104   7.788005 
  5056.127314 1185.778362   0.317556 
  7810.697106 1831.788451   0.49056 
  4062.05517 952.645538   0.255122 
  5056.127314 1185.778362   0.317556 
  4062.05517 952.645538   0.255122 
  1602.852715 375.905896   0.100669 
  1226.280806 287.591106   0.077018 
  1168.54493 274.050712   0.073392 
  4713.212092 1105.356841   0.296019 
  9441.631923 2214.280247   0.592993 
  3994.509527 936.804528   0.25088 
  4381.094373 1027.467583   0.27516 
  231478.0916 54286.94636   14.538255 
  231183.3897 54217.83197   14.519746 
  241497.3696 56636.69792   15.167527 
  242625.2305 56901.2073   15.238364 
  596314.2199 139849.4253   37.452218 
  4530.426311 1062.489363   0.284539 
  2069.34886 485.309991   0.129968 
  2069.34886 485.309991   0.129968 
  2222.633961 521.258879   0.139595 
  2145.99141 503.284435   0.134782 
  2145.99141 503.284435   0.134782 
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  2145.99141 503.284435   0.134782 
  2222.633961 521.258879   0.139595 
  2222.633961 521.258879   0.139595 
  2299.276511 539.233323   0.144409 
  2222.633961 521.258879   0.139595 
  2145.99141 503.284435   0.134782 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  19039.78315 4465.267876   1.195816 
  2573.658353 603.582188   0.161642 
  27379.48447 6421.120007   1.719601 
  27379.48447 6421.120007   1.719601 












































1.380872   0.032711 0.007672   
3.662052   0.086749 0.020345   
1.332907   0.031575 0.007405   
1.726739   0.040904 0.009593   
1.392863   0.032995 0.007738   
3.482622   0.082499 0.019348   
1.344898   0.031859 0.007472   
1.746037   0.041361 0.0097   
0.317768   0.007528 0.001765   
0.317768   0.007528 0.001765   
1.826467   0.043267 0.010147   
0.074474   0.001764 0.000414   
0.115048   0.002725 0.000639   
0.059832   0.001417 0.000332   
0.074474   0.001764 0.000414   
0.059832   0.001417 0.000332   
0.023609   0.000559 0.000131   
0.018062   0.000428 0.0001   
0.017212   0.000408 0.000096   
0.069423   0.001645 0.000386   
0.13907   0.003294 0.000773   
0.058837   0.001394 0.000327   
0.064531   0.001529 0.000359   
3.409556   0.080768 0.018942   
3.405215   0.080665 0.018918   
3.557135   0.084264 0.019762   
3.573747   0.084658 0.019854   
8.783408   0.208068 0.048797   
0.066731   0.001581 0.000371   
0.03048   0.000722 0.000169   
0.03048   0.000722 0.000169   
0.032738   0.000776 0.000182   
0.031609   0.000749 0.000176   
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0.031609   0.000749 0.000176   
0.031609   0.000749 0.000176   
0.032738   0.000776 0.000182   
0.032738   0.000776 0.000182   
0.033867   0.000802 0.000188   
0.032738   0.000776 0.000182   
0.031609   0.000749 0.000176   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.280446   0.006643 0.001558   
0.037909   0.000898 0.000211   
0.403286   0.009553 0.00224   
0.403286   0.009553 0.00224   
























Christ Church Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 3 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
479 SF 40' - 6" 1' - 8" 798.06 CF 17136.85504 12899.03571 
103 SF 7' - 0 3/16" 1' - 8" 172.23 CF 3698.209411 2783.669181 
111 SF 7' - 6 5/8" 1' - 8" 185.40 CF 3981.206816 2996.683391 
139 SF 11' - 7 1/2" 1' - 8" 231.94 CF 4980.480725 3748.844147 
108 SF 7' - 3 7/8" 1' - 8" 179.78 CF 3860.397574 2905.749394 
107 SF 7' - 3 1/2" 1' - 8" 179.00 CF 3843.6824 2893.167761 
522 SF 40' - 8 3/4" 1' - 8" 870.47 CF 18691.61419 14069.31425 
252 SF 25' - 11 3/16" 1' - 8" 420.40 CF 9027.227078 6794.859625 
153 SF 15' - 8 1/2" 0' - 8" 101.76 CF 2185.187422 1644.806501 
45 SF 7' - 0 1/8" 0' - 8" 30.29 CF 650.447455 489.596541 
87 SF 8' - 5" 0' - 8" 57.89 CF 1243.088362 935.681671 
169 SF 18' - 7 1/8" 0' - 8" 112.70 CF 2420.072929 1821.606535 
2276 SF 197' - 8 13/32" 16' - 0" 3339.93 CF 71718.46941 53983.01471 
 
 
















  5085.120191 13543.9875   4.255331 
  1097.391517 2922.852641   0.918319 
  1181.367008 3146.517561   0.988592 
  1477.887455 3936.286354   1.236726 
  1145.518568 3051.036864   0.958593 
  1140.558576 3037.826149   0.954442 
  5546.473054 14772.77997   4.6414 
  2678.702397 7134.602607   2.241592 
  648.423567 1727.046826   0.542614 
  193.011114 514.076368   0.161516 
  368.86895 982.465755   0.308677 
  718.122531 1912.686861   0.600939 





















11.333881   0.014474 0.038551   
2.445902   0.003124 0.008319   
2.633069   0.003363 0.008956   
3.293963   0.004207 0.011204   
2.553169   0.003261 0.008684   
2.542114   0.003246 0.008647   
12.362159   0.015787 0.042048   
5.970379   0.007624 0.020307   
1.445227   0.001846 0.004916   
0.430189   0.000549 0.001463   
0.822147   0.00105 0.002796   
1.600575   0.002044 0.005444   


























GovWmGistHouse Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 3 







643 SF 48' - 9" 1' - 0" 643.13 CF 13809.85613 10394.77938 8039.0625 
408 SF 33' - 6" 1' - 0" 407.50 CF 8750.268413 6586.390819 5093.75 
408 SF 33' - 6" 1' - 0" 407.50 CF 8750.268413 6586.390819 5093.75 
906 SF 48' - 9" 1' - 6" 1358.83 CF 29178.23619 21962.67108 16985.38074 
991 SF 33' - 6" 1' - 6" 1486.97 CF 31929.86952 24033.84554 18587.17529 
980 SF 33' - 6" 1' - 6" 1469.83 CF 31561.65142 23756.68509 18372.82634 
860 SF 48' - 9" 1' - 6" 1290.45 CF 27709.86223 20857.41529 16130.60355 
5196 SF 280' - 3" 9' - 0" 7064.20 CF 151690.0123 114178.178 88302.54842 
 
 










EE/sq ft Historic 
Brick (Constant) 
46539.21516 10914.51835 7552.056094 15.867445 3.721281 
29488.40455 6915.71036 4785.170625 10.054008 2.357896 
29488.40455 6915.71036 4785.170625 10.054008 2.357896 
98330.65596 23060.80463 15956.40638 33.525624 7.862531 
107603.6603 25235.53782 17461.16421 36.687235 8.604002 
106362.7653 24944.51935 17259.80052 36.264155 8.50478 
93382.2357 21900.28605 15153.41159 31.838471 7.466855 















GovWmGistHouse Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 3 




EE/sq ft/yr Historic 
Brick (Constant) 
EE/sq ft/yr Historic 
Brick (Actual) 
2.574857 0.082215 0.019281 0.013341 
1.631494 0.052093 0.012217 0.008453 
1.631494 0.052093 0.012217 0.008453 
5.440302 0.173708 0.040739 0.028188 
5.953346 0.190089 0.04458 0.030846 
5.884692 0.187897 0.044066 0.030491 
5.166523 0.164966 0.038688 0.02677 
































Seawright House Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 4 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
579 SF 39' - 8" 2' - 0" 1158.67 CF 24880.27656 18727.56553 
355 SF 25' - 7 25/32" 2' - 0" 709.07 CF 15225.89732 11460.6439 
742 SF 49' - 9 1/8" 2' - 0" 1484.25 CF 31871.34893 23989.79666 
270 SF 14' - 8" 2' - 0" 540.00 CF 11595.44771 8727.978018 
384 SF 25' - 7 25/32" 1' - 0" 383.68 CF 8238.686796 6201.319607 
384 SF 25' - 7 25/32" 1' - 0" 383.68 CF 8238.686796 6201.319607 
96 SF 6' - 0" 0' - 8" 64.00 CF 1374.275285 1034.427024 
131 SF 9' - 5 9/16" 0' - 8" 85.85 CF 1843.399261 1387.540061 
45 SF 1' - 3 31/32" 0' - 8" 27.95 CF 600.243476 451.80764 
95 SF 7' - 0" 0' - 8" 60.30 CF 1294.829514 974.627614 
74 SF 5' - 9 5/8" 0' - 8" 45.92 CF 986.018931 742.183637 
62 SF 5' - 1 7/16" 0' - 8" 37.72 CF 809.93901 609.646997 
173 SF 17' - 3" 1' - 6" 259.88 CF 5580.309212 4200.339421 
321 SF 33' - 3" 1' - 6" 481.50 CF 10339.27421 7782.447066 
152 SF 17' - 3" 1' - 0" 152.25 CF 3269.272064 2460.804914 
310 SF 32' - 3" 1' - 6" 464.47 CF 9973.519366 7507.140729 


































  83846.53199 19663.9438   29.50265 
  51311.27397 12033.6761   18.054635 
  107406.4459 25189.2865   37.792557 
  39076.65879 9164.376919   13.749704 
  27764.3745 6511.385587   9.769308 
  27764.3745 6511.385587   9.769308 
  4631.307709 1086.148376   1.629595 
  6212.255508 1456.917064   2.185875 
  2022.820513 474.398022   0.71176 
  4363.575461 1023.358994   1.535389 
  3322.883799 779.292819   1.169206 
  2729.494462 640.129346   0.960413 
  18805.64204 4410.356392   6.617045 
  34843.35409 8171.56942   12.260153 
  11017.44685 2583.845159   3.876653 
  33610.76026 7882.497765   11.826446 







































6.919051   0.152076 0.035665   
4.234228   0.093065 0.021826   
8.863225   0.194807 0.045687   
3.224622   0.070875 0.016622   
2.291128   0.050357 0.01181   
2.291128   0.050357 0.01181   
0.382177   0.0084 0.00197   
0.512638   0.011267 0.002642   
0.166924   0.003669 0.00086   
0.360084   0.007914 0.001856   
0.274206   0.006027 0.001413   
0.225239   0.004951 0.001161   
1.55185   0.034108 0.007999   
2.875288   0.063197 0.014821   
0.909164   0.019983 0.004686   
2.773574   0.060961 0.014297   





















DarbyFreeLibrary Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 4 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
458 SF 23' - 3" 1' - 6" 687.09 CF 14753.83468 11105.31891 
260 SF 27' - 3" 1' - 6" 389.25 CF 8358.385227 6291.417488 
710 SF 27' - 0" 1' - 6" 1065.62 CF 22882.01233 17223.45748 
458 SF 23' - 3" 1' - 6" 687.09 CF 14753.83468 11105.31891 
546 SF 30' - 7 1/2" 1' - 3" 682.04 CF 14645.39642 11023.69664 
583 SF 30' - 7 1/2" 1' - 3" 728.84 CF 15650.33457 11780.12091 
729 SF 27' - 3" 1' - 3" 910.99 CF 19561.75461 14724.27529 
52 SF 3' - 6 1/2" 1' - 0" 51.84 CF 1113.155117 837.879971 
52 SF 3' - 6 1/2" 1' - 0" 51.82 CF 1112.72159 837.553652 
104 SF 9' - 2 31/32" 1' - 0" 103.84 CF 2229.699691 1678.311211 
40 SF 4' - 3" 1' - 0" 40.33 CF 866.079737 651.904531 
12 SF 1' - 10" 0' - 4" 3.97 CF 85.295732 64.202719 
37 SF 3' - 10" 0' - 4" 12.22 CF 262.448405 197.546828 
4040 SF 215' - 5 31/32" 14' - 5" 5414.92 CF 116274.9528 87521.00454 
 
 












  49720.42287 11660.58486   18.469696 
  28167.75821 6605.988363   10.463506 
  77112.38157 18084.63036   28.645015 
  49720.42287 11660.58486   18.469696 
  49354.98592 11574.88147   18.333947 
  52741.6275 12369.12696   19.591986 
  65923.11303 15460.48905   24.488526 
  3751.332743 879.773969   1.393511 
  3749.871758 879.431335   1.392969 
  7514.087959 1762.226771   2.791266 
  2918.688712 684.499758   1.084208 
  287.446616 67.412855   0.106778 
  884.451125 207.424169   0.328548 
0 391846.5909 91897.05477 0 145.559655 
 
 160 
















4.331569   0.123958 0.029071   
2.453933   0.070225 0.016469   
6.717916   0.192248 0.045087   
4.331569   0.123958 0.029071   
4.299733   0.123047 0.028857   
4.594772   0.13149 0.030837   
5.743124   0.164353 0.038544   
0.326811   0.009352 0.002193   
0.326683   0.009349 0.002193   
0.654616   0.018733 0.004393   
0.254272   0.007277 0.001707   
0.025042   0.000717 0.000168   
0.077052   0.002205 0.000517   
























Darby House Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 4 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
752 SF 33' - 10 3/4" 0' - 8" 501.25 CF 10763.39804 8101.688165 
579 SF 21' - 6 5/16" 0' - 8" 385.84 CF 8285.104999 6236.258927 
584 SF 21' - 6 5/16" 0' - 8" 388.96 CF 8352.208284 6286.768059 
486 SF 21' - 6 5/16" 0' - 8" 323.81 CF 6953.120304 5233.664338 
486 SF 21' - 6 5/16" 0' - 8" 323.81 CF 6953.120304 5233.664338 
777 SF 33' - 10 3/4" 0' - 8" 517.69 CF 11116.43588 8367.422321 
3662 SF 153' - 10 23/32" 4' - 0" 2441.36 CF 52423.38781 39459.46615 
 
 












  36272.6514 8506.772573   18.028157 
  27920.80385 6548.071873   13.877139 
  28146.94192 6601.106462   13.989534 
  23432.01543 5495.347555   11.646131 
  23432.01543 5495.347555   11.646131 
  37462.38892 8785.793437   18.619478 
0 176666.8169 41432.43945 0 87.806569 
 
 

















4.228018   0.106675 0.025018   
3.254509   0.082113 0.019257   
3.280868   0.082778 0.019413   
2.731286   0.068912 0.016161   
2.731286   0.068912 0.016161   
4.366697   0.110174 0.025838   
20.592664 0 0.519565 0.12185 0 
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Old Brick Church Wall Schedule EE Data 
Tier 4 
Area Length Width Volume No. Bricks Modern 
No. Bricks Historic 
(Constant) 
3643 SF 87' - 6" 2' - 0" 7286.41 CF 156461.4336 117769.6616 
3978 SF 64' - 6" 2' - 0" 7955.79 CF 170835.1228 128588.8422 
3510 SF 64' - 6" 2' - 0" 7019.33 CF 150726.4676 113452.9109 
3574 SF 87' - 6" 2' - 0" 7147.14 CF 153470.978 115518.7239 
557 SF 64' - 6" 2' - 0" 1114.58 CF 23933.50512 18014.92377 
557 SF 64' - 6" 2' - 0" 1114.58 CF 23933.50512 18014.92377 
513 SF 61' - 6" 2' - 0" 1025.42 CF 22018.82471 16573.72986 
513 SF 61' - 6" 2' - 0" 1025.42 CF 22018.82471 16573.72986 
317 SF 37' - 6" 2' - 0" 633.08 CF 13594.23091 10232.4767 
196 SF 24' - 0" 2' - 0" 392.33 CF 8424.593801 6341.253165 
196 SF 24' - 0" 2' - 0" 392.33 CF 8424.593801 6341.253165 
1017 SF 26' - 5 3/16" 2' - 0" 1945.98 CF 41786.22854 31452.79882 
3263 SF 77' - 2 1/4" 2' - 0" 6359.97 CF 136567.9995 102795.7288 
515 SF 12' - 6" 2' - 0" 1029.95 CF 22116.12447 16646.96811 
790 SF 21' - 0 9/16" 2' - 0" 1502.34 CF 32259.72647 24282.13127 



































  527275.0312 123658.1447   37.754191 
  575714.3637 135018.2843   41.222566 
  507948.1959 119125.5564   36.370342 
  517197.1959 121294.6601   37.032593 
  80655.91225 18915.66995   5.775162 
  80655.91225 18915.66995   5.775162 
  74203.43927 17402.41636   5.313149 
  74203.43927 17402.41636   5.313149 
  45812.55816 10744.10053   3.280292 
  28390.88111 6658.315824   2.032857 
  28390.88111 6658.315824   2.032857 
  140819.5902 33025.43876   10.08303 
  460234.1584 107935.5152   32.953899 
  74531.33947 17479.31651   5.336627 
  108715.2782 25496.23783   7.784282 








































8.854228   0.226073 0.053019   
9.667642   0.246842 0.05789   
8.529683   0.217786 0.051076   
8.684996   0.221752 0.052006   
1.354409   0.034582 0.00811   
1.354409   0.034582 0.00811   
1.246056   0.031815 0.007461   
1.246056   0.031815 0.007461   
0.769304   0.019642 0.004607   
0.476752   0.012173 0.002855   
0.476752   0.012173 0.002855   
2.364703   0.060377 0.01416   
7.728449   0.197329 0.046278   
1.251562   0.031956 0.007494   
1.825593   0.046612 0.010932   
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